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Bruce Willis stars in 'Unbreakable'
... See page 6
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UMSL police earn accreditation
•

BY .JOSH RENAUD

senior editor.
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UMSL becomes first Missouri university with internationally-accredited force

The University of Missouri-St. the accreditation. Sgt, AI Wirt and
Louis police became the first univer- officer Tony Griemel were instrusity police department in Missouri to mental in bringing UMSL up to par,
receive international accreditation last said police chief Bob Roeseler.
week.
"It was a massive undertaking."'
At a conference held Nov. 30-31, Roeseler said, "There's some costs
the UMSL police were accredited by that were involved, A lot of changes
the Commission on Accreditation for needed to take place and policies had
.
Law Enforcement Agencies. COLEA to be rewritten so that everything was
has established a professional stan- c;:overed."
dard throughout the country and the
Roeseler said they had to change
world based on 400 criteria,
. policies and operational procedUres
The UMSL police department dealing with a range of issues like ·
worked almost two years to receive promotional processes, handling

.

Website to get
new look, more
features
TheCurrentOnline·.com will be
upgraded over the holidays. The
site will feature improved meso
sage forums, weekly polls, and
much more. This is our last print
issue of the semester, but any
breaking stories wiU be pub·
lished on the web. So, keep
checking and have Happy
Holidays!

THE

complaints' about improper conduct,
and· prisoner b:ansport.
'We decided that it's not only
inlPOltant to meet our own standards,
but it's important for us to look at
what the overall public feels is
important," Roeseler said,
UMSL is the first university ill
Missouri with a police force that has
achieved this distinction. About SO
other universities in the nation have
also been accredited. In the St Louis
area, several agencies ·have also been
accredited, including S1. Louis

County, University City, and
Clayton, Roese1er said. The
University of Missouri-Columbia is
also attempting to receive the accreditation,
"It's a feather in [the police'
department's] cap and it's a feather in
the University'S cap," said UMSL
spokesman Bob Samples. "But I
think it really means a lot for the students. Students should have confidence that this is a very competent
police force-not just a security force,
but an actual police force,"

The University will have to go
through re-accreditation every three
years, Roeseler said, This process
will force the police to demonstrate
that they are really implementing the
new policies that they've written and
achieving the goals they set.
''I'm proud of the people that did
it, because it was a whole lot of
work," Roese1er said. "I think [it will
help us] provide a lot better quality
service to the campus community as
a whole."
'

STUDENT CENTER

... thecurrentonline.com

Paul DeGregorio, UMSL's director of Outreach and Development
observes the recounting process in Broward County.

BRIEFS

Outreach director
helps Bush recount
team in Florida

Professor receives
teaching awprd
Congratulations to Michael
Murray, professor of communi·
cations, who received the
. Theodore Clevenger Award for
.. Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching. Murray was honored
for his book, "Teaching Mass
Communication, " and his work
supervising a national on·line
course syllabus project.

(jure had a late surge in Florida
and
his aides urged him not to constaff writel'
cede, He phoned Bush again and
The 2000 presidential election is
retracted his previous concession,
one of the closest in u.s, hi~lory, and
By the middle of the next mornone UMSL staff member h:.s particiing. 99 percent of the precincts had
pated in the continuing drama.
reporte.d, and Bush was only ahead by
At 7:45 p,m , Eastern Standard
18()() votes, This smaller margin manTlffie election night, NQv. 7, CNN
dated a statewide recount. Some of
predicted AI (jure the winner in the
these re.counts were made by hand,
vital state of Florida, The network
which was suppolted by the Florida
based its decision upon the lead Gore
Supreme Court in a unanimous decihad at the time, about 5 percent, comsion.
bined with extensive exit polling data.
To help supervise the count and
One hour later, they and many
make sure the process was completed
other national net\vorks retracted their
as accurately as possible, both Bush
previous prediction and said that it
and Gore sent teams of specialiSl~ '
was too close to call, It remained that " down to Florida, These people had
way until 1 a,m, when Bush suddenly
vast experience in supervising
pulled ahead of Gore by 51,000 votes
reco~nts . One of these specialists
with 93 percent of the precincts
lives and works right in our own back
reporting, As a result, the major netyard, He is Paul DeGregorio, the
works then declared George W Bush
Director
of
Outreach
and
the winner in Florida, and subseDevelopment here at UMSL. .
quently, tlle next president of the
DeGregorio received his BA in
United States.
political science from UMSL in 1990,
Gore phoned. Bush and congmtuHe has been the Director of Outreach
lated him. and prepared to make a
and Development since 1993, He has
concession speech to his suppcirters,
had considerable expelience in the
Le,~s than a half hour later, the situaSl'e RECOUNT, page 8
tion took a dramatic tum.
BY TIM THOMPSON

Health Services
offers flu shots

•

For those looking to beat
the bugs, University Health
Services is offering flu shots by
appointment. The shots cost
$12 and can be paid with student .charge, cash, or check.
To arrange for a shot, call 516·
5671.

Irish harp recital
Master Harpist Tracey
Fleming will present "The Irish
Harp: A Performance with
Historical Reflections" this
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in room
205 of the Music Building. For
details call 516-5980.

New literary maga-

zine on campus
Promotions for Pierre
Laclede Honors College's new
lit mag, "Bellerive" will takeplace during an open house to
be held from 12:30 to 4:30
p.m. this Wednesday. For more
information call 516-6870.
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Old parking garages pass
Darren BruneI 7be Cu mmt

Students on the first floor of the Millennium Student Center watch as balloons fall from the
third floor. The balloons were released to mark the conclusion of t he Grand Opening festivities held Nov. 28.

See page 11 for our
photo coverage

structural inspection
BY JOSH RENAUD

senior editor
The three oldest garages on campus-C, D, and N-passed inspe.ction
during th e Thanksgiving break.
The garages were inspected by
Sverdrup as part of an annual
inspection process, said Harry
Marler, supervisor of Facilities
Services, The inspections took place
Nov. 22-26,
Only one garage needed immediate attention, Marler said. A beam
connection in Garage N was shored
up until the contractor provides
instructions for a permanent repair.
According to the campus Master
Plan, Garages C. D , and N are all
supposed to be torn down eventually, said Sam Darandari, director of
Campus Planning and Construction.
New garages on \Vest Drive, East
Drive, and north of the UMSLNorth
. Campus MetroLink station will

replace these, TIle garage on West
Dlive is complete, and one of the
t\'m garages slated for East Drive is
now under construction.
The rna,ter plan, drawn up in
1993, calls for building a park-like
setting where the garages are located
now. The park would include ponds,
sitting areas, wa1kway~, lighting and
land<;caping, Darandari said. .
This could change, Darandari
said, because the master plan is supposed to be revised very soon,
"Dilling the master planning
process, decisions will be made on
land uses and types of facilities and
so on," Darandari said. "nus area
will need to be looked at during
[that] process,"
Garages C, D, and N are inspected in detail annually because of their
age. Marler said his staff also performs more frequent visual inspections when they have the opportuni-.
· ty as a standard procedure .
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Put it on the Board:

·Coed Volleyball Playoff
Tournament will run from 7 to 10
p.m. at the Mark Twain Gym.

·Sixth Annual Tree Lighting Ceremony,
sponsored by Administrative Services,
will be held at 4:30 p.m. There will
be carolers, refreshments, hot apple
cider and cookies for those who would
like to join in the holiday festivities
at the Alumni Circle. The Fourth
Annual Luminary Observation for Aids
Awareness, sponsored by the _
Residential Hall Association, will also
be held.

·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at
8200 Natural Bridge -Road, located across
from the West Drive entrance to north
Campus. For more information call
385 -3455.
• The Irish Harp, a performance and
History lecture, will be held from
12:30-1:45 p.m. in Room 205 of Music
Building. Master Harper Tracey
Fleming will perform . For more information call 516 -6495.

• Floor Hockey Playoff Tournament will
be held at 7 p.m . at the Mark Twain

Gym .

Wednesday, Dec. 6
Tuesday, Dec. 5

• Young Artists from Opera Theatre of
st. Louis will give a musical presentationfrom 12-1 p.m. in room 205 of the
Music Building on South Campus. The
event is free and open to anyone. For
more information, call Katie
Matsumoto at 516-5980.

• Taize Pray~r, a time for song, scripture,
prayer and meditation, will be held from
12:30 to 1 p.m . in Room 316 Millennium
Center. The event is sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union, the Catholic
Newman Center and the Wesley
Foundation Campus Ministries.
·Kwanza Presentation As part of the
holiday festivities, Auxilary Services
has planned a presentation of The
Story of Kwanza to be held at noon in
the Fireside Lounge of the Millenium

• Booksigning for ~'Altered States" The
first issue of "Bellerive," a new writing publication from the Pierre
Laclede Honors College, will be celebrated with a book signing by its student
authors from 12:30-4:30 p.m . in the

.

.

~

Student Center.

• The Story of Christmas will be presented at 2:00 p.m. in the Fireside Lounge of
the Millenium Student Center.
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Josh Renaud • Editor-in-Chie!
Brian Douglas • Managing Editor
Inshirah •
AI • Bawazeet'
Judi Unville •

Business Manager
Faculty Adviser

Tom' Wombacher • Advertising Di1'.

P1'Od Assodate
DaIT8lt Brune • Photo Director

Anne Porter • Features Editor

Honors College Convocation Hall. Food
and beverages will be provided and
copies of the magazine will be available
for purchase.
• The Holocaust in Greece, sponsored
by the Center for lnternational
Studies and. the Holocaust Museum
and Learning Center of St. Louis, will
be held from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at the
Summit Lounge, University Center.
Mark Mazower, University of London,
Birkbeck College, will discuss the
German invasion of Greece in 1941,
deportations from Salonica in 1943,
and the -attempts to extend deportations to the rest of Greece in 1944_
Call 516-6495 for more information.

,
.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Normandy United Methodist Church,
8000 Natural Bridge Road. For more
information call Chris Snyder at 4093024 or Roger Jepsersen at 385-3000.
All are welcome.
.Indoor Soccer Playoff Tournament will
be held at 7 p.m. at the Mark Twain

Sunday, Dec. 10
·Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.

Dave Kinworthy • Sports £diror

Catherine • A&E Edito r
Marquis-Homeyer
En'k Buschardt • Web Editor

Dana CojocaN •

Business Associate

Marcellus Chase • Ad Representative

Tuesday, Dec. 12
·Chancellor's Holiday Dinner will be
held at the Millennium Student Center
Cafeteria from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p_m. Pick up complimentary tickets at
several locations throughout the campus. Call 516-5446 for more information .
·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m.
For more information call 3853455 .

Mutsumi Igarashi • Photo Associate
Davkt Ba~ • Prod N.sociate
Erin Sb .. nrnef • Prod. A<sociale
V'1OIeta Dimitrova • Cop]' &fllor
TheresI! Autry • Proofreader
Staff Writers:
Nick Bowman, Charlie Bright,
Sarah T. Clark, Derek Evans,
Tony Pellegrino, Rhashad
Pittman, Tim Thompson

8001 Natural Bridge Rd.

St. Louis, Missouri 63121

• U.niversity Chorus 8: Orchestra
Concert wilt be held in the Chapel at
the Marillac Provincial House on South
Campus from 7:30 to 9 p.m. For
more information call 516-5980.

Newsroom • (314) 516·51 ~4
Advertising. (314) 516-5316

Business.

..,

(31q) 516-5175

Fax .• (31~) 516-6811
campus:

388 Millennium Student Cenler

• Taize Prayer, a time for song, scripture, prayer and meditation, will be
held from 12.:30 to 1 p.m. in Room 316
Millennium Student Center.

email:

wrrenl@jin;-.:.umsl.edu
website:

btlp:/lwU'w.lhecurrentonline.com
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The Current is now hiring for the following positions:

ooking for a
•

10

•
•
•
•
•

Managing Editor
Business Associate
Production Associate
Production Assistant
News Editor

•
•
•
•

Distribution Manager
Staff Writers
Web Assistant
Advertising Associate

There are also many benefits to working al my offices ." They include:

• Good Resume Material
• Learn About Computers
• Work With Friendly People

• After-Work Activities
• Very Flexible Hours
• It's On Campus

If interested , all applicants hould drop off a resume and cover letter to 388 Millennium
Student Center or e-mail us at current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at 516-6810.

he Current is pWlished weel<fy on
Ik.tndays. AdvertisiCl! rates available
l4JOO request. Terms, conditions and
restJ ictioIrs appl)( The CISret1t, financed in
part by student acti1ities fees, is not an
offidaJ pW!ication of UM-St. Louis. The .
Urtivernty is not responsble for the content of The Current or its po(icies.
Comnentary and coIlIllflS reflect the Clrioion of the individual author. U~ editorials reflect the Clrinion of the majority
of the editorial board. All material contained in each issue is property of The
Current and may not be reprinted, reused
or reproduced without the expressed.
writtef1 consent of The Ct.nent. First copy
free; aU Slbsequent copies, 25 cents,
available at the offices of The Current.
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are extended to members of-the
--~~----------------~

E. Desmond Lee Collaboration who have loaned art to this

exhibition, or given valuable advice, including the Missout"i <:<.'"'i

Mercantile Library at the University of Missouri-St.

Lou;~" :~::::::r::::;1l

and the Washington University Gallery of Art, as well a~':;/:>i\<
other locally-based institutions such as the collection of
A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., Bank of America, the Campbell
House Foundation and the Woodcock Foundation for the
Appreciation of Art, and other institutions including the

National Museum of American Art at the Smithsonian,
Newberry Library and Yale University's Beinecke Library.
Announcement courtesy of Mary Ann and E. Desmond Lee.
Illustrations:
Above: George Catlin, St. Louis in 1832, print ca. 1865
(Courtesy: Collection, A.G. Edwards and Sons, Inc., St. Loills, MOl
Below: Alfrea Jacob Miller. Departure of Caravan at Sunrise,
watercolor ca. 1837 (Courtesy: The Bank of America)
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Profs welcome
third child
BY STEVE VALKO

........... " ............. .................... " ....... ..... "" .. , .. , "
special to the CUTrent
"

At 1:30 a.m. oIi Nov. 19, 2000,
accounting professors Stephen
Moehrle and Jennifer ReynoldsMoehrle became parents for the
third time when John 'Jack'
Reynolds-Moehrle was born into
the world.
Both Reynolds-Moehrle and
Moehrle are very happy about
being parents once again.
"I think it's wonderful, it's
(i; exactly what we needed: one more
good kid," Reynolds-Moehrle said.
"[Having a baby is] the greatest
thing, nothing compares to having
a child," Moehrle said.
Asked how the baby is doing,
Reynolds-Moehrle said, "[John] is
doing just fine. He's been a very
relaxed boy so far. He's doing a lot
of sleeping. He's letting his Mom
and Dad get a real good start."
Moehrle also had the same perspective, "[John's] fine. He 's letting [Jen_nifer and I] sleep a little
bit, He' s been perfect. He's been
very, very easy so far. "
The Moehrle's new baby is a
welcome addition to their family,
which includes their two daughters;
Libby, 10, and Allison,4.
"[Libby and Allison] are happy
the baby is here, and they're anxious to help with him. [Allison]
seems to be more protective tlian
jealous. She's the one who makes
sure everyone has their hands
washed before they hold the baby,
even Steve and I ," ReynoldsMoehrle said.
,
"We sent [Allison] to 'sibling
: class ' ayd she learned [how to care
L- for th~ baby] . and slle's such a
sponge for information. so now we

••_.
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Accounting Professors Stephen Moehrle and Jennifer Reynolds-Moehrle with their new son John.

hear about it. We're always having
to wash our hands," Moehrle said.
Reynolds-Moehrle, who has
been
tea ching
"Financial
Accounting and Reporting I" during the fall semester, scheduled her
class so that she could get all her
lectures in before the expected due
date in late November.
"1 finished my lectures the
Thursday before he was born,
which covered the new material ,"
she said.
She also said the only things left
in the semester were tests and projects. But who would substi tute
during her class time"

Her husband and accounting
professor, Stephen Moehrle. She
does keep in contact with her students through her website, though .
"[Moehrle] is maillly just helping move the paper. There's really
not any new material to take over.
He's bringing home the tests and
bringing hon;te the exams to help
grade," Reynolds-Moehrle said.
"The only thing I've had to do
was hand back exams and answer
questions , so it hasn ' t been bad
[substituting]," Moehrle said.
M ehrle was asked why they
chose the middle name of
Reynold . M ern·Ie said they chose

the name to honor ReynoldsMoebrle's parents.
Asked if they would like their
kids to show any tendencies to be
accountants like their parents,
Reynolds-Moehrle said that Libby
is interested in theater. "She's much
more likely to b e an artist or actress
rather than an accountant,"
Reynolds-Moehrle said.
Allison has shown some tendencies of being a manager someday.
"Whatever she 's going to do, she'll
be in charge. She likes responsibility. She. love for you to put her in
charge of things" Re, nold Moehrle said.

The Moehrles are also going to
be moving from their Chesterfield
bome to Olivette during the summer. The reason is not the latest
additi on to their family.
Reynolds-Moehrle said they
would be moving to drastically cut
tbeir time from school "10 minutes
from work rather than 40 minutes."
As for the future, ReynoldsMoehrle said she would be returning for the winter semester, but cutting her teaching load to one class
during the night. She also said she
might be able to come back for the
fin al at the end of the winter
semester.

Worth a thousand words

KWMU promotes child safety,
PPRC to show
injury prevention with project
photo exh-bit
Car and other hazards
to be among h(ghlights
BY SARA PORTER

"

-Shelley"Ker{ey
development director, KWMU

This winter, radio station
KWMU (90.7 FM) and St. Louis
Children's Hospital are collaborating on it program to warn parents about the dangers of lead
poisoning and vehicle accidents.
"This program, 'Kids for
Safety,' is a collaborative effort
to educate S1. Louis about injury
prevention for infants and young
children," said Shelley Kerley,
Development
Director
for
KWMU.
Some of the safety issues that
this program will . focus on
include lead poisoning, car seat
safety, bum and scald prevention,
head injury prevention and toy
safety.
To deal with these issues
"Kids for Safety" will introduce a
variety of programs .
"We will give out free infOf.mation and resource packets,
There will also be infonnation on

our website, www.kwmu.org.
Click on 'Kids for Safety,'"
Kerley said.
KWMU
and St.
Louis
Children's Hospital will also be
holding various workshops on the
issues.
"On Mondays, through Dec.
11 , we will have a radio call-in
program for parents to call with
questions," Kerley said. "Also,
on Dec. 9, we wi'n be at the Toys
R Us in Sunset Hills, to discuss
helmet safety."
Kerley hopes that this program
will reach parents.
"We are hoping to reach parents and educators with information on injuries for their very
young children," Kerley said.
Kerley says safety is impor-

"

ANNE PORTER

features edito1-

We are hoping to reach parents and educators w ith
if1fo!'mation on inju.:es, to!' their very young children.

special to the Current

EDITOR

tant, especially with the holidays
coming up.
'That is wby the bospital recommended we teach on toy safety, " Kerley said .
"Kids for Safety" will stress
safety issues that have an impact
on the St. Louis area.
"We did a car safety check and
90 percent of the car seats were
installed incorrectly," Kerley
said. "St. Louis County has a
very low record in lead prevention. We really hope to combat
these iss ues ."
For more information please
call KWMU at 516-5968, visittheir website at www.kwmu.org,
or call the St. .Louis Children's
bospital answer line at 454KIDS .

~Artist set to speak on
B Y ANNE PORTER

.o- editor

Sla•

Gen Obata may be a musician and
an environmental graphic de-signer.
On Dec. 8, however, his photography
of St. Louis will be exhibited in the
Public Policy Research Center
(PPRC) in an exhibit calJed "St.
Louis: Boo ;~s and Photographs."
Obata. a iC'c:al artist, has photographed St. Louis and will speak at
a re~eptioE detailing his wc1rk and
expenences.
Obata's family also has works on
display on campus. Gyo Obata' s
architectural firm de&igned Benton
Hall in 1964 and WoOOs Hall in 1974.
Kiku Obata's photographs have been
exhibited at UM-St. Louis. 1::>eginning
in 1980.
St. Louis features not only fullsize prints, but also digitally produced ones, and a miniature book
offering a collection of _5 other photos. This compilation was created
especially for PPRC. Jean Tucker, a
photographic historian, plalll1ed the

zuork, experiences

---"--St. Louisians should be
interested in what
[Obata ] says are changes
in the city ••• "
-Jean Tucker
photographic historian

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
«Education is a method.

whereby one acquires a
hi.gher grade of prejudices,"
-Laurence Pefer
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"

exhibition.
"St. Louisians sbould be interested
in what [Obata] says are changes in
the city which have occurred over
time which are apparent in the photographic books:' Tucker said.
Obata selected a Thomas Carlisle
quotation as the preface for one of his
collection books.
"In books lies the soul of the
whole past time / The articulate audi-

<\The surest way to be
late is to have plenty of
time."
.'-eo Kennedy
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"NQ brain is stronger

than its weakest thinl\..",
•Thom a s L. M a sson
Credit: www.quotab/equotes.net

see EXHIBIT, page 9

Feedback: Thanks for taking an interest
B

AND THE POIl\'"{ Is. ..
ANNE: PORTER

ack in September (three
months ago, remember?), I
wrote a column about the
increase in my rent. This may not
seem like anything extraordinary. In
the column, I explained that my
rent's increase was due to the purcha~e of my apartment and the surrounding ones by Washington
University..
Yesterday, long past the time
when I expected any sort of reaction
from that column, we received an
interesting call at the paper.
1 was not there to take the call and
I just heard about it today when I
received a message from Josh

Renaud, the editor-in-chief. Josh said fences and just let the opportunity to
that a woman from Parkview respond go without taking advantage
Properties had telephoned to com- of it. Just the fact that she took the
time to express her disapproval of my
ment on my colwnn.
The woman said that she. thought ideas and research lets me know that
a quote I used in my column was she reads my colwnn.
I do not write this column to tick
"misleading and hearsay."
You could be thinking that I people off. I do not write to make
would be very upset about this view everyone happy either. I hope
through my weekJy 500 words that I
of my column.
In fact, I see this to the contrary. am able to inform and entel1ain my
The fact that this woman c.alled jl!l~t readers, even make them laugh or
to voice her opinion makes me chuckle now and then.
I also mentioned research. I do
admire her.
So many times, so many people . observe the world around me and see
out there may be concerned, Jisgrun- things that I believe are justified to
tied and agitated about certain occur- fill in this otherwise white space of

the page.
The research I perfOlID may not be
the most scientific. I talk to various
people, from professionals to other
students to tattoo mtists. I attempt to
keep with current events to support
my views. so that you. the readers,
will continue to read what I have to
say. From what I observe, I think,
ponder, question, feel, respond, and
relate these things to Illy life and in
turn to those who know me and read
what I write.
Without you, the readers, we, the
writers, mean nothing. We may have
some theory or some experience that
we want to tell you and relate to you,

but if you don' t pick this newspaper ,
up, we accomplish nothing.
Unlike other people, I hav.e the
opportunity to talk about them in a
public forum. For that I consider
myself very fortunate. r choose topics
that I believe will be interesting and ,
ea.,y to relate to. So, as a reader, you
have the power. You may not think ,
you do or choose to exercise it, but
you do. If you say what you consider
important, we will listen and respond.
Thank you very much for reading my
column and The Current this semel;·
ter. Have an excellent and jubilant
holiday break, and we'll see you in
January.
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Thanks, graduates, for
University should continue making a great semester
T
'We love stude ts' .trend
Walking into the cafeteria on the
fIrst floor of the Millenium Student
Center, it's hard to miss seeing one of
the 30 huge, bright red banners which
loudly proclaim "We love UMSL students."
Driving into the Millenium
Student Center parking lot, it's hard to
miss the red sign that reads "Faculty
and staff parking only."
How does one reconcile these two
very different images of our campus'7
It would be easy to write it off as
hypocrisy and let it go at that, but
we'd like to think that there's actually
something deeper going on.
For a long time the prevailing atti·
tude in Woods Hall seemed to be that
the administration was here to "run
the campus," and that meant nmning
over anyone who got in the way. The
old gnard still exists, but more and
more student-friendly voices are
being heard. The Student Center itself
is tangible evidence of this new attitude. It appears the climate on OUT
campus really is changing and that
better days for student-administration
Telations are ahead.
When student organizations began
. participating in the massive relocati.on
effort to their new offices in the
Student Center, Gloria Schultz, director of Business and Management
Services, could be found everyWhere,
Instead of giving students orders,
almost d aily she asked what they
needed to get their offices up and running again. Schultz spent countless
hours visiting rooms, consulting with
student leaders, making calls, ,uld

being friendly all the while.
Schultz is not alone in taking this
friendlier approach to students. It
would be hard to talk to G. Gary
Grace, vice chancellor for Student
Affairs, without noticing his enthusiasm for student accomplishments.
Rick Blanton, former director of
Student Activities, was an out<;poken
advocate of students' rights. WIllie
Joanne Bocci, the i.nterim director of
Student Activites, isn't as boisterous,
she too makes it a priority to help students with their concerns.
This trend is lxlth refreshing and
encouraging, and we' d like to see it
continue,
One way the administration could
put its "we love students" "ttitude into
action is to open communications
channels and address some of students' top concerns. For instance, why
are parking fees so high? Why are we
payrng so much for textbooks? \\'hy
won't KWMU solicit more student
participation'7 It's time to stop being
defensive and start talking honestly
about these kinds of questions.
Students don't expect instant solutions. But just making tlle effort to
discuss these issue~ and their possible
solutions ,...·ill be a huge step.
\Ve realize ifs a two-way street.
Tell us your concerns, too .
Administrators may not realize it, but
a lot of students do care about things
like educational standards and institutional integrity. Tell us what your
vision is for this campus. We'll both
get a lot more done if w e cooperate.

t he opening of the
MiHennium Student
Center is tangible evi~

dence of a changing cUmate in Woods Halt.
Administ rators and staff
members like Gary
Grace, Joanne Bocd 1
and Gloria Schultz all
take a tput students
fi rst' approach to their
work at UMSL.

The administration
shoUld open commu nications channels with the
students and answer
some of their top concerns, llke high parking
fees and textbook prices.
Making the effort to discuss these issues will be
a huge ste p.

Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

LETTERS

True scientists put hypotheses to test
Evidently, Blian DDugJas has not
taken the time to familiarize hin1self
with the scientific theories he Cliticizes in hi ' Nov. 27 ectitOlial ("A
Matter of Principle"). He repeats the
creationists ' stock misconception that
biological evolution is some sort of
world view or belief system, resulting
in a politicized "creationism VS. evolutio n" dichotomy of opposing
philosophies which has very little to
do with truth, whether religious or
scientific. Actually, the methods and
logic used to arrive at creationists'
conclusions could not be further from
those used to arrive at evolutionary
theory. The creationist's position, as
recently stated by Phil Baringer in a
letter to Physics Today, boils down to
a simple argument based on authority.
In other words, if Sacred Text X
states that the Earth is 4000 years old,
then I will believe this literally,
regardless of evidence to the contrary,
and if such evidence makes me
uncomfortable, then I will simply
ignore or discount it. The creationist
assumes the unquestioned validity of
one argument and selectively appropriates empirical data only if it supports that argument.
The scientific method, on the other
hand, relies on proof and experimen-
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JOSH RENAUD

BRIAN DOUGLAS

"Our Opi nion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board
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tal evidence - nonsupporting a.! well
as supporting. All evidence must be
included; no selectivity is permitted.
A theory may or may not start with a
hypothesis, but the cientist tries to
falsify and kn ock down the hypothesis as m uch as he tries to verify it.
Empirical data is always accompanied by error bar" which remind us
that uncertainty ex.ists. The presence
of this uncertainty. though, does not
automatically catapult a scientifIc
theory into the realm of faith. In fact
it does the exact oppo ite.The scientist must discover to which systems
and under which circumstances a theory is applicable, and a valid theory
for one system may not function well
in another. This is wh at we see when
comparing Newtonian physics to relativity: Newtorr's laws function very
we]) until you approach very high
velocities or extremely strong gravity.
This does not mean Newtonian
physics is invalid; it just means that
Newton's equations must be modified to be predictive in extreme conditions. All of this is antithetical to
the creationist viewpoint, which does
not question or examine itself, and
would never attempt to falsify itself.
Byway of information: the theory
of evolution does not claim that

humans evolved from apes, nor does
it take a position for or against the
existence of God. The actual theory
states that life on Earth, human and
nonhuman, gmdually evolved from
impler fon ns to more advanced
stages, and that the lifeforms which
adapted most efficiently to their environment tended to survive and reproduce. While there may not t>e data
precisely confirming each of these
stages, there is ample biological, geological and paleontological evidence
that the adaptation of lifeforms to
their surroundings result in gradual
changes in structure and function
over time. No matter how much the
creationists would like to make it so,
biological evolution is not a belief
system. Douglas makes the outrageous claim that "the scientific theories the secular world so readily
accepts require a great deal of faith,
and are at bottom no more logically
founded than anything proposed by
religion," What's forgotten here is
that these theories are predictive: they
work, whether or not you believe in
them. If crystal field theory, quantum
theory, and electromagnetic field theory operated on firith, Douglas would
see SCIENCE, page 9
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Teachers should be able to display their beliefs

8001 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121

If creationism does not belong in a
philosophy course, where does it
belong? Certainly, the notion of
intelligent selection does lend weight
in any kind of ethics course, which, if
I am not mistaken, places an emphasis on distinctions or lack thereof
between right and wrong. Tallman is
being criticized for being "open
about his religious beliefs." In my
two and one half years here at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis, I
can recall numerous classes where
the teacher has not shied away from
implying his or her religious beliefs.

FAX

(314) 516·6811
EMAIL

current@jinx.uffisl.edu
Letters to the edit or should
be bri ef and t hose not
exceeding 200 words will be
given preference. We edit let·
ters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
ph one number.

When does this become a first
amendment issue? Will it then
become necessary to terminate any
Christian teacher who displays a fish
on the back of his automobile, on the
off chance a student might see that
teacher driving? If this is the case,
then it will be necessary to remove
every "Darwin" fish from every science teacher's oftice door/automobile.
Perhaps the problem is something
else. Maybe the problem is that
Tallman is teaching something that
the "enlightened ones" siniply cannot

allow: perhaps he is guilty of the terrible combination of advancing both
a capitalist theory as well as an ethical th'e ory which is based on creationism, an ethical theory which this
country as well as country's industries are built around. Unfortunately,
my ''Zack de-la-Rocha-esque" collegues cannot allow this to continue,
and Tallman will be terminated. I
only wish I had known of Tallman's
class a year ago, when I might have
emolled.

--Jeremy D. Bixby

hanksgiving was a few weeks graduation deal, things would be
back, and Christmas is now much easier here. Dave Baugher has
in full s\ving even though it's been a faithful production associate.
Two years ago, Dave was my lxlss
just under a month away.
But now that we're here near the when he was editor-in-chief. Last
end of the semester, I'm getting year he came back as a member of
reflective, and I feel like I need to the production department, and I
express my gratitude, especially to became his boss. At first it was awksome staff members who are leaving ward, especially since he just wouldn't approach layout and design the
the paper to graduate.
The Current wouldn't run very way I did. Ego is a problem for me,
well v.ithout its managing editor. so my way always seems like the
This semester it was Brian Douglas, best way to me.
This year, the awkwardness was
and he's done a great job.
gone. It was a pleaThis ,-pring when I
sure getting to know
was trying to assemble
Dave and all his
a staff, no one had
quirks. He did great
expressed interest in
work for us, especialthe job. As I thought
lyon the lOOOth
about people who
. might have the right
issue. He made
immense,
selfless
stuff for the job, Brian
contributions to the
popped into my head.
paper over the years.
I asked him if he'd do
Thanks Dave, for
it, and he said yes. I
being a great assisam glad he did.
tant. There, it's in
Without Brian, it
JOSH RENAUD
would have been nearprint
impossible for the
Dana Cojocaru .)
editor·in·cbief
has also been a faithnewspaper to accom"
plish all the things that it has this ful, reliable staff member at The
semester, like moving (months after CII.mmt. She has always been very
we thought we would), holding the professional, friendly, and I'm grateSGA debates, producing the lOOOth ful for the work she's done as our
issue, running a news department business associate. Dana, I know 'you
without a news editor, and so much '.viII be successful in the business
more, He helped develop a very world. Just come to bowling a few
green writing staff into a much better times, okay'7
r d also like to thank Derek Evans
writing staff.
But now, just when it seems for coming this semester. \\-'hen I first
we've figured things out, it's time for met Derek, 1 didn't know what to
Brian to graduate and move on with think of him. Our self-described "reshis life and his writing career. I'm ident obnoxious Jew," Derek has
really going to miss his everyday become a well-loved member of the
antics next semester, his unique attire staff, and most importantly he has
and body language, and most espe- written some very good stuff for us
cially his support and good work at tills semester. Thanks, Derek l
the paper. Thanks a lot for everySo, congr-ats to the graduates. I'd
thing, Brian.
also like to say tha11ks to the entire
Other folks are leaving the paper, staff of The Clirrent. Everyone's hard
too. If UMSL didn't have this darned work has made this a great semester.

Florida election mess
makes UMSL look good

W

hen addressing the U.S. table willi a booklet and a ballot slot
Supreme Court Witll and a stylus on a beaded chafn: All
.
regard to the contested the ballots I've seen were perforated
elections in Florida, one of the attor- to make them easier to punch and the
neys said the whole case could be privacy envelope clearly said to
lxliled down to the fact that there check the back of the ballot for any
was no evidence. of fraud or machine of that now-infamous hanging chad.
failure, conducting that the entire The question that comes to my mind
mess was the result of "voter is if these people weren't able to
URRARR." I think he said more poke a hole in an index card, do we
than even he realized.
want them to decide who wiII be
'While it became obvious that his president of the United States?
odd pronuniciation
The equally infamous butterfly balmeant "voter error,"
lots argnment didn't
somehow I find it
inherently appropriimpress me either.
Their design was
ate that the attorney,
admittedly terrible,
in attempting to give
a definitive explanabut when making a
tion of the situation,
decision of such
only confused matimportance, can't
ters himself. It was a
you stop and take a
few extra seconds to
microcosm of what
has gone on for the
figure out who you
entire election.
are voting fOr?
Laying partisanScarier still, this
problem isn't conship aside for the.~~~~". D()':I~~~~
moment, the one
fined to Florida.
managing editor
thing we can all
Many states have
agree on <)hout this election is that it similar percentages of ballots which
has been an utter mess. Granted don't register because of yofer
that's not much of a rallying cry for URRARR.
bipartisan cooperation, but whatever
The Supreme Court hasil' t helped
side of the fence you find yourself much, either. As time goes on, I am
on, there's a certain sick humor to becoming more convinced that the
the fact that one of the most impor- real reason they don't want cameras
tant processes in our country, the in their chambers is that they don't
contest that decides who will lead want the rest of us to see them
am nation for the next four years, squabbling like a bunch of school
could be so utterly screwed up by a children. So much for the highest
bunch of people improperly punch- court in the land, although we can
ing holes in pieces of paper.
still hold out hope: from what I saw
Those voting machines don't the Court treated everyone alike
exactly require a thorough knowl- ,without prejudice, which is to say
edge of rocket science to use. They
are. actually incredibly low-tech,
being really nothing more than a
see DOUGLAS, page 9
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Andreas Helfer ic h
Graduate / M.I.S,

Dave Sc huster
Graduate I M.I.S.
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Visit my ex-roommate in
Thailand for three weeks.

Christmas.

Travel and visit friends in two
other states.

Christmas.
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Lemmy Maingi
Graduate- I M.I.S.
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Tammy Sulze
Graduate / M.I.S.
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Rivermen stuff NorthwQod
for w in
.
.
.

BY NICK BOWMAN
.. ". , ....... ." .... ,.

staff writel-

Mutsumi Igarashil The Curren I

a recent game, the Rivermen basketball players keep their eyes fixed on the game as they anxiously await their chance to play. The
Ri\jrerlme,n defeated Northwood University but lost two games on the road, bringing their overall record to 2-2.

The 2000-2001 Rivelmen took an
impressive 76-62 victory over
Northwood University November
25.
The game, played at Midland,
Michigan in front of 111 faithful
Northwood faithful fans, marked the
fiTst road game of the season for the
undefeated Rivermen.
With the return of Juan
' Dumphord to the line-up, who had
been out with a blood clot in his left
hamstring, Rivermen' s Head Coach
Mark Bernsen added a few more
weapons to his arsenal. Dumphord
had seven assists, a pair of buckets
and a steal in 22 minutes of play, but
is quickly meshing into the run-andgun style the Rivermen have adopted.
With Michael Hamilton heading
the offensive front, the Rivermen
shot to an impressive 45-37 lead at
the half, Hamilton would finish the
game with 23 points on 14 shots,
while wrestling the ball away from
the Northwood offense four times.
Jim Schelich and Michael
Coleman also .recorded double figures in scoring, with Coleman earning rus first double-double of the season, adding 12 rebounds to his 12
points.
see RIVERMEN, page 9
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RecSports boosts participation
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After dropping the 2000-200 I
season opener to Ferris . State
Urliversity, the UM-St. Louis
Riverwomen have rebounded to a
2.:-1 record. with victories against
opponents
Lincoln
regional
University and Fontbonne College.
In the first contest, Mark Twain
Recreational Complex hosted the
Blue Tigers of Lincoln. The
Riverwomen re-adjusted their
starting lineup for the home opener, starting freshman Kelly Blunt in
place of Megan Mauck. Blunt also
started against Fontbonne
"I am happy with Kelly's performance." said Head Coach
Shelly Ethridge. "Sbe is gaining
some confidence offensively and
defensi.vely, she is one of our best
rebounders:
Despite strong play from junior
Lynette Wellen, who led the
Riverwomen with 11 points and
added six rebounds, turnovers and
missed shots kept UMSL from
pulling ahead. At the 20:00 mark,
the Riverwomen were up only four
points.
"We didn't execute and we
need to take care of the ball," said
Ethridge. "We had a lot of
unforced turnovers."
The Riverwomen eventually
won by a three-point margin, 5552. UMSL shot 29 percent from
the field, 11 percent from threepoint range and lost possession of
the ball 16 times.
"Although we won the game,
we didn't feel like it was a victory,"
said Ethridge. "I would like to see
a more aggTessi ve team, a less
timid team, but we're young and
still learning. "
UMSL had a couple of days to
retool and refine their game hefore
heading back to Mark Twain to
host Fontbonne. This would be the
see

RrVERWOMEN,

page ')

BY DAVE KINWORTHY

comes in here and is really interested

staff editor

in the sport, then they are going to
rally a team behind them. If you get

With intran1ura1s nearly wrapped
up for the 2000 year, a lot of signs
have pointed to the continuing growth
of the programs within Recreational
Sports.
This past fall semester has been
highlighted by the competitiveness of
both the outdoor soccer league and
the flag football season.
"It t1uctl¥Ites from semester to
semester, but I attribute it to good
team captains," said Pam Steinmetz,
Assistant
Coordinator
for
Intramurals: "If you get a kid who

those kind of kids in early as freshmen or sopbomores, it helps the program build for the next three years."
In soccer, the season was highlighted by the Normandy Rovers, 6-0
going into the semifinals, being
defeated Thaig'er, the no.'4 seed in th~
playoffs. In the other semifmal ,
Melee surprised Sig Tau 2-0 and
eventually defeated Thaiger 4-0 in the
championship.
"That was a very big upset,"
Steinmetz said about the Normandy
Rovers ' loss. "1 always like to see

upset<;, nothing against any teams. It
is always nice that surprises can happen to a team because it keeps everybody interested and excited. It was
just one upset after anotheT. "
In flag football, the Has Beens and
Sigma Pi entered the playoffs as the
two no. 1 seeds and they proved that
they were worthy as both advanced to
the championship match. The Has
Beens defeated Sig Tau in one semifinal, while Sigma Pi defeated Melee to
advance. The Has Beens entered the
championship match with a + 106
point differential, but Sigma Pi prevailed in the match 20-13 to capture
the title.

"I was really happy with the ten
teams in flag football," Steinmetz
said . "It was a good final game and it
was not a walk over. It was hard
fought all the way to the end. There
were good games all the way through
the season."
With the two intramural sports
being so competitive this fall, even
the individual teams that entered for
the two activities were competitive.
"That's a really good sign because
a lot of times , they slatt off strong and
then they start losing people,"
Steinmetz said. "1 am always pleas-

DAVE KINWORTHY
see

INTRAMURAL,

page 9

New player helps club: 40 points in 12 games
and Joe Kuene had on Wear was crucial to Wear wearing the Riverrnen's
jersey this year.
"I saw how successful UMSL wa~
As a freshman at UM~St. Louis,
Jeff Wear is making a name for him- in high school and friends of mine
self in the world of men's hockey. decided to come to UMSL and make
While only playing 12 games tllis it a better program," Wear s:lid. "We
season with the team, Wear has accu- all discussed it at the high school All
mulated 20 goals along with 20 Star game."
The expectations of Wear, once he
assists to his credit.
This outburst reminds many decided to play for the Rivermen,
UMSL hockey fans of when Ben were not so high as Wear did not
Gilbertson and Ryan Craig first know what to expect. But Wear is
joined the team, but Wear has some now the leading scorer for the
individual accomplishments that Rivermen, with 40 point accrued i.n
only l2 games and currently on the
prove noteworthy as well.
While at Fort Zumwalt South, first line.
"I didn't know how to react,"
Wear became the team's all-time
points leader as he recorded 1 I 0 goals Wear said. "I knew a couple of people
and 73 assists. Fort Zumwalt also on the tearn, but I missed the tryouts
retired Wear's jersey #14 to show his and hopefully I would make the secimpact on his high school hockey ond or third line. This whole year has
been a drean} for me. Basically, from
team.
"Initially, I was in shock," Wear the players to the coaches, my perforsaid. 'Then the emotion came out mance has been quite a shock."
B eing the nO. 1 scorer on the
because I realized that something was
Rivermen's squad this season, Wear
coming to an end."
From Fort Zumwalt South, Wear is wary of being the target of the
decided to attend UMSL, but not until opponents in the later parts of the seaAugust. WeaJ: came to UMSL not in son.
, condition enough to even play for the
"Since I am a freshman, they key
on the veterans and the guys who
hockey team.
"I was playing in.a men's hockey scored in the previous years ," Wear
said. "Later in the year, I can see peole~oue over the summer, and it proved
that I could still score and play hock- ple gunning for me."
Wear also commented on how the
ey," Wear said. "I didn't skate much
all surruner and playing hockey was team has taken him ill and looked
kind of a spur of the moment thing." . above his freshman status.
The influence that current
Rivermen Mike Wmkler, Jake Todd
see HOCKEY. page 9

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811
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Men's
Basketball
v. Washburn

7-45 pm, Wed, Dec. 6
at Quincy

7:30 pm, Sat, Dec. 9
v. Benedictine College

7.45 pm, Mon, Dec 18

Women's
Basketball
v. Central Missouri State
nx; pm, Tues., Dec. 5
at Quincy

5:15 pm, Sat , Dec. 9
v. Webster
'.00 jJm Tues, Dec. 19

Darren BruneI n'e Current

Freshman, Jeff Wear, helps defend the goal during the UMSL
Hockey Club's gam e Friday night. Wear has had 20 goals and 20
assists this season and expects many more.

Visit the UMSL athletics
website at
www.umsl,edu!services!
athletics/ athletics. html

Rams need to show heart before they can improve

W

LATEST Scoop

DAVE KINWORTHY

ith the mighty St. Louis
Rams falling to a tie for the
_ _ first place with the low-caliber New Orleans Saints, the football
scene in St. Louis has taken a tum
from optimistic to pessimistic.
FanS are quickly jumping off the
bandwagon, and the tides have
changed from the Super Bowl champions of a year ago to the St Louis
Cardinals and the Neil Lomax era. But
not all is glum in the Rams' situation,
as the team is starting to get the necessities to becOnie. the Super Bowl contender that they were a year ago.
With KUIt Warner now coming
back to the helm of the ~ams, the feel-

ings should shift as Warner is now the
leader of the team once again. Not that
Trent Green did a bad job in the past
five weeks, but Warner is what the
Rams need at the moment They need
a leader to be on the. field and be inspirational to their offensive woes as of
late.
.
With the Rams taking on the
1vlinnesota Vikings, a team that has
already clinched a playoff berth, the
leadership capabilities of Wamer coming off of surgery will be tested. The
tearn will look to Wamer to compete
Witll the highly potent offense of DaJlte
Culpepper and his duo of Chris Carter,
a player who became the second all-

tin1e to record 1000 receptions, and
Randy Moss, a player who will break
the record at some point in his youthful career.
But do the Rams and their terrible
defensive unit stand a chance against
these Vikings? The Rams could
already have an answer as the Vlk.ings
have dominate.d their opponents
through strong pass rushes on quarterbacks and Robert Smith leading the
charge running up the offense.
The Rams need to show that they
are still the team to beat in the National
Foorball Conference with a gutsy performance against the Vikings. This
means that there can be no more spe-

cial teaJll blund~rs and the defense
needs to pick up the intensity. The
Rams need to suck up any more
injuries that may be sub-par (turf toe)
and show what kind of team that they
were last season.
The secondary on the Rams' defensive side needs to limit the amount of
penalties that it causes through defensive interference due to the speedy
wide receivers that the VIkings have.
They need to be composed and step up
to the capabilities that all St. Louis fans
have anticipated throughout this entire
year.
If the Rams want to be a contender
this season for a playoff berth and even

the NFC West title, they need to show
the one thing that they have lacked this
entire season: heart. DeMarco Farr and
the rest of the defensive line need to
show that although the team lost key
ingredients from last year's championship, they still have a big iinpact on
how the team fairs in the game.
If the defense can limit the Vikings'
potent offense to less than 24 points,
then the Rams' offense should be able
to lead the charge to the bounce-back
of the defending champions and be a
pi vota! point to the revival of the Rams
in the 2000-01 campaign.
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With 'Unbreakable,' director's
success remains unbro k en
...

,

BY CATH.-RINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
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Last year, the summer's sleeper hit

was '''The Sixth Sense," a surprising,
little-promoted thriller whose popularity grew with word-of-mouth recommendations. This year, the writerdirector of that film is back with another strong thriller film ''Unbreakable.''
Like '''The Sixth Sense," you will
enjoy "Unbreakable" more if you
kuow nothing about it. I was luck)' to .
see 'The Sixth Sense" just by chance,
without any advance information: and
I enjoyed that film a great deal. Not so
lucky were those who hadn't seen it by
the time all the press coverage started,
many of whom had the film spoiled
for them by too much information
~ut its plot Which. leaves me, the
reviewer, with a sort of dilemma: how
to tell you about this film without
spoiling it for you.
Sol will tell you just enough. Since
there will be a lot of interest in this film
due to 'The Sixth Sense," I will refer
to the director's previous film more
than I usually would, in an effort to
give you a feel for this one without
giving away too much. First,
''Unbreakable'' is a very respectable
follow up to the director's previous
:film, in which he wisely chose to aga,in
cast Bruce Willis in the leading role. I
didn 't like this film quite as much as
tI;1e previous film, but others, whose
opinions I respect, liked it more.
Whether you enjoy this film more or
less than '''The Sixth Sense" will
depend on how much its premise
appeals to you. This premise resonated
less with me than '''The Sixth Sense,"
but you might find the opposite is true.
Regardless, it is a very well done film.
Bruce Willis plays David Durm, a
man who is a passenger on a commuter train that is involved in a horrific accident. He awakens in a hospital
emergency room to learn that he is the
sole survivor of the accident. More
amazingly, he is completely unharmed
by this disaster. Puzzled and disturbed,
he leaves the hospital to return to his
unhappy home life with his estranged
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MUSIC
December
8
Vertical Limit

9·10
Viridiana (Tivoli's classic
world cinema series)
Jean de Florette (Tivoli's
classic world cinema
series)

T OP: Bruce Willis (left) plays David Dunn; the sole
survivor of a catastrophic train wreck. Samuel L.
Jackson plays Elijah Price, an eccentric stranger
who is fascinated by Dunn's unexplainable survival.
ABOVE: Price offers a bizarre, supernatural explanation for Dunn's survival
RiGHT: Dunn is a man with an extraordinary gift.

16·17
Jean de Florette (Tivoli's
classic world cinema series)
Manon of the Spring
(Tivoli's classic world cinema

series)

22
Chocolat
Wes Craven Presents
Dracula 2000
Cast Away

23·24
Manon of the Spring
(Tivoli's classic world cinema series)

25
All The Pretty Horses
Enemy At The Gates
A Hard Day's Night (classic
re-release)
Vatel
Finding Forrester
Tailor of Panama
An Everlasting Piece
Moulin Rouge
Malena
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'Family Man' sticks to Open m ike night turns up)'
.
tried and true formula some impressive acts.
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS
BY CHARLIE B RIGHT

se-nior edit01·

staff writer
''The Family Man" is a movie that
you may not have actually seen, but
could piece together from other
Christmas movies if you had half a
chance. Does this mean it isn't worth
your time and money? Quite to the
contrary actually, it's a great movie
with great performances from some
impressive stars. Son:ietimes it's a
good. idea to stick with what works.
Name a Robin Williams movie that
has a comical and unconventional
hero who helps a youth, upsets people
in authority, and ends with evelyone
. bei ng just a little bit wiser for the
experience . Give up? There is no
wrong answer, from "Patch Adams"
to "Good Will Hunting," all of them
follow essentially the same premise.
But this doesn't make them bad
movies. I liked all of them, and by the
same tOKen, I really enjoyed '''The
Fannly Man" starring Nicholas Cage
and Tea Leoni.
"It's a Wonderful Life" asks (and
answers) the same basic premise as
this film, "What if..." The story is
about Jack Campbell (Nicolas Cage),
whose wealth and power make him a
very happy man. After helping a
stranger with mysterious powers (Don

s

CATHERINE
MARQUIS-H OMEYER

wile Audrey (Robin Wright Penn) and
his adoring son Joseph (Spencer Treat
Dark). Shortly after this devastating
event, he is contacted by Elijah Price
(Samuel L. Jacksonl, a stranger who
has read about the accident and his
survival. What happens next and how
Ibis contact affects pirn will have to
remain unsaid for you to enjoy the
film.
.
''Unbreakable'' share·s certain characteristics with its prooecessor, but it is
by no means the same movie, nor is it
(thankfully) a sequel. M Night
Shyamalan wrote and directed both
films and the style of the film strongly
shows that it is the work of the same
man in its look, its pace, its choice of
images. The film has a dark and
brooding look even in the midst of the I
most ordinary and everyday situations,
suffusing the whole film with an
uneasy eeriness. While this film also I
has Bruce Willis appearing with a
child actor, the focus is much more on
Willis and on Samuel Jackson, who ~
plays a rather odd., even mysterious
character who is aft1icted with a genetic disease that makes his bones very
fragile. Both \Villis and Jackson turn in
strong underplayed performances,
with equally strong work by the supporting cast. Like ''The Sixth Sense," a
lot of the emotional expre:;siveness is
carried by the cbild actor, althougb this
is a much smaller role and the performance is not as strong as Haley Joel
Osment's.
There were a few scenes that did
not work dramatically as well as they
should have, especially one involving
a gun during a confrontation in Jj
kitchen, where the stiff dialog caused
the audience to laugh during what
should have been a dramatic situ.atiof\~
I felt less moved by the cbaracters and

CoNCERT REVIEW

Length: 130 min.
Rated: PG-13

Ouroplnipn;****
Cheadle), Campbell wakes in the suburbs to his beautiful wile !\ate (Tea
Leoni) and children, both of which he
never had. The comedy of this modem
Christmas miracle story is offset by
serious issues that come up regarding
the value of money and the importance
of family . .
Cage;'whose face has been all over
the screen in past years, did an amazing job showing the growth and
change of a character whose ties to
Dickens' Scrooge are easy to pick out.
Tea Leoni, whose most notable
appearances were in "Deep Impact"
and NBC's ''The Naked Truth," was
breathtaking in this film. Her performance was such a remarkable portrayal of a wife trying to hold her family
together that I began to wonder about
how her real marriage (to David
Duchovny) is doing.
An adorable little · girl, the
Christmas glimpse of a life that could
have been, and the warm fuzzy feeling
see FAMILY MAN, page 7

I'm a bit leery of open mike
Too often you hear some guys
screaming to the tune of a guitar that
sounds more like it's falling down the
steps than actually being played, or
else you get bad poetry readings a la
Ginsberg. When I walked into the
Pony Expresso and saw a guitar, a
computer, and some conga drums set
up, my enthusiasm didn't exactly
soar. But when The Higher the"Fewer
took the stage and actually started
playing, I was impressed.
The band, comprised of vocalist .
Rose McCann, guitarist Troy
Howard and drummer Jonathan
. Laufersweiler, played six songs for a
30-minute set that hardly sounded
like something you'd hear on an
amateur night. McCann's vocals
Rose McCann is the vocalist
showed a well-developed range, both
for The Higtler The Fewer~
high and low. Howard's playiJ1g had
all the smootlmess of a classical band a fresh sound.
With the exception of one song
backgrOlmd, but still had enough
borrowed from a friend, the band
edge to keep the sound vital.
I wasn't sure what to make of the wrote all of its own music. The
conga drums at first. Laufersweiler lyrics, written by McCann, were very
seemed a little awkward when the set striking, with ]jues like, "Deep in the
started, but once he was warmed up, neverwhere of your soul, I'll be pickhe did an admirable job of pulling a ing up the pieces of your broken
wide variety of sounds from the con- halo," from the band's last song of
the night, "Broken Halo." When
gas, whose odd complement gave the
asked to list her influences, McCann
cited Kate Bush, Bel Canto, Siouxsi
and the Banshees.
''I would say Tori Amos, but that's
too standard.," McCann said. ''Every
girl singer says Tori Amos."
Howard., who wrote the music,
cost of war, or "Requiem for a
said he enjoyed a wide variety of
Dream", the gritty and jagged followstyles, including 1930s jazz, rock
up to last year's independent fIlm hit
from the early 1980s, surf rock, "and
"Pi" . Other intriging and unusual
a myriad of other goth and silly
films coming this season include Ang
bands."
Lee 's "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Howard also programmed the
Dragon", an homage to martial arts
dmm and bass tracks.
films and Chinese · hero mythology,
'The·computer has always been a
the dark and disturbing independent
part of it," Howard said., ''In my first
film "Ratcatcher", or Geoffrey Rush
band we destroyed a CommO<\ore 64
in "Quills", a film about the Marquis
on srnge."
de Sade and the freedom of expresThe calm sound of The Higher
sion.
the Fewer didn't sound likely to
Catch a serious movie or two, an
destroy anything, so don't be
Oscar contender block buster, and a
alanned, but if you like to see riew
holiday themed comedy, plus at least
bands, do go and see them now at
one mllsical performance at the new
Qne of the open mike venues around
Pageant Theater, and you'll be mentown, before you h~ve to stand in line
tall refreshed and read a ain for
night~.

When f ina s and f ilms ·collide

MARQUEE RAMBliNGS

Rated: P(;'13

Our opinion: "**** .
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15
What Women Want
The Family Man
The Emperor's New Groove
The Gift

l ength: 115 min.

o here at last is the end of the
semester, with those looming
term paper deadlines and the
cmsh of finals. When you finally pull
yourself tlu·ough the end-of-semester
frenzy, you can reward yourself for all
your hard work with a trip to the
movies. For this is that holiday-time,
preOscar movie deluge when films
flood the theaters with some of the
year's best. This is the time of the
Christmas movie (such as Jim
Carrey's "The Grinch"), the silly
comedy (such as "Dude Where's My
Car"), and the uplifting Oscar hopeful
(such. as Tom Hanks' "Castaway") - or
so they appear to be in the ads.
Besiqes all the big blockbusters
ou'l1 see advertised eve· here a

few smaller film gifts are under the
tree for the more thoughtful or serious
film afficiando. .
Those who like classics should
check out the Tivoli th eater's foreign
classic matinee series or the Betty
Davis classic "All About Eve" running this week, and closer to
Christmas, Bing Crosby in the musical "White Christmas".
During the semester break you
don't have to see only uplifting or holiday themed films; some promisinglooking, darker, serious movies are
also being offered. Those who like a
serious, intellectually weighty film
might check out "A Time for
Drunken Horses", an rutistic ~md
movin Iranian film about the human

other info can be foun}:! on the band's
.website at www. unsuave.coml~illi- .
umlthtf. ''The Higher the Fewer"
only has about a half-dozen songs '
right now, but they have fIve to ten
more in the works, and hope to have
an album out soon. The band is currently looking for a bass guitarist and
another dlUrnmer.
. Though they were better than several groups I've paid to see, THlF
was actually opening for another act
Blake Chen. The Detroit-based artist
was touring in St. Louis to promote
interest in the odd brand of music he
calls "gothic folk-tronica." Chen's
music combines synthesizers, sampled tracks, unique vocals, and an
acoustic guitru·. The end result is hard
to describe: something like you'd get
if you combined The Cure, Moby,
and REM into one act.
The result is beautiful on CD, but
Ohen seems to be more comfortable
in the studio than he is onstage. The
one-man band was obviously a bit
nervous. It didn't help when his computer had technical. difficulties--one
of the downsides of techno musi\!.
But Chen fought through, proving
that there is more to his·music than a
laptop. His use of the acoustic guitar
and his very unique voice gave his
songs a genuine, live feeling that offset the electronic elements of his act.
If Chen is still polishing his showmanship and debugging his computer, he certainly makes' up for it with
his recorded tracks. Copies of
"Shadow" were distributed at the
concert. The album shows Chen's
talent in a variety of styles, from dark
techno to gentle ballads.
The lyrics were very poetic. In a
few places, Chen relies too heavily
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'Fasting Girls'
makes for
absorbing study
of anorexia

Local samba band's

new album bombs
BY CHARLIE B RIGHT

staff writer

BY SARA PORTER

····'·'·.. · sjj~~i~j·t~ · n;~ ~ C~:;,~~~t . .... ··
Many people think of anorexia nervosa as a fairly new 'disease, originating with the death of folk singer Karen
Carpenter: and made prominent by
supermodels and waifish actresses.
Not so, argues author Joan Jacobs
Brwnberg, in her fascinating new
book "Fasting Girls: The History of .,
Anorexia Nervosa"
This book takes the reader from the
.Middle Ages, when young women
between the ages of 15 and 21 would
ritually fast to achieve sainthood,
through the Victorian era, when the
disease is first named, all the way into
the 21st century when "You look
anorexic" has almost become a catchphrase for anyone considered too thin.
Besides. being just a history of the
. , disease, this book also goes into great
and dramatic detail describing the
anorectics, Rare is the reader who can
forget the story of Ann More, a sixteenth-century woman, who believed
she was able to live without eating, or
the story of Mollie Fancher, a
Victorian-era clairvoyant, whose parents refused her food. This book also
chronicles celebrities, some wellknown for having had the disease, like
Carpenter and Growing Pains star
Tracey Gold, some not nearly as well
known for having it, like the: poet Lord
Byron.
Fasting also deals with beauty and
society's obsession with the perfect
look and how this contnbuted to the
disease, such as the pencil-thin models
of the 1960s, the 1800s when women
would literally take .oat parts of their
ribs to fit into their corsets, and the
waif models of the 1990s like Kate
Moss, This book eyen includes copies
of old advertisements, such as Lucky
Strike cigarettes, that encourage complete abstinence from food.
"Fasting Girls" provides a very
absorbing, fascinating look at people
who are obsessed with being thin and
a society that is obsessed with keeping
them that way.

~~.~~~.~!.'..fr...?1.?!'p'q~~ .?.
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on rhyme, effectively rhyming himself into a comer, but '\vith enough
good lines to fill a small volume,
Shadow sounds much closer to the
work of a pro wbo's still sbedding a
few amateur feathers than someone
you see at open mike nights.
Chen said he was influenced by
Moby, Bob Dylan, U_, and Beck
"I always have to be playing
music and listening to music," Chen
said. "It's like sustenance for me."
, Blake Chen tours up and dO\vTI
the Midwest out of his home base in
Detroit making stops in St. Louis
and Chicago. For more information,
visit www.Blakecben.com.Ifyou·re
looking for one of his CDs, try
VIntage Vlllyl or look online under
Amazon.coIll, or CDnow.com.
Make no mistake; these artists
are still up and coming. Their acts
\have some rough spots, but they still
have the originality of someone who
hasn't been through the studio mill,
If you like to see the cutting edge
where Dew bands and styles are
emerging ' today, Blake Chen and
The Higher the Fewer are good
bands to check oul

Amaneh Ekhtiar-Dini stars in "A Time for Drunken Horses." The film t ells the story of fou r Kurdish
children struggling to survive in a world of hardship.

Iranian director takes sober
look 'at life in Kurdish village
.

BY BRIAN DOUGLAS

senior editor
Set along the war-tom border of
Iran and Iraq, "A Tune For DnmkeD
Hqrses" captures the sense of
humanity that so many other hwnan
interest stories miss.
The film tells the story of four
Kurdish children struggling to survive in a world of hardship. Their
mother died in childbirth some years
before, and their father is often gone
on smuggling raids, so responsibility
for the family falls on the shoulders
of the young Ayoub, where it does
not rest easily. Ayoub's efforts are
complicated when his chronically ill
brother Madi takes a tum for the
worse, and the doctor informs him
that his life depends on having
surgelY across the border in Iraq
However, the doctor tells Ayoub that
even if the operation is succes ful,
Madi is only likely to live for several
more mQnths.

Faced with this awful decision,
the rest of the film follows the family's efforts to raise the money for the
surgery with the not always welcome
help of their uncle.
The story line is very straightforward, but the real gem of this film is
its portrayal of day-to-day life in a
Kurdisb village, Iranian director
Bahman Ghobadi draws on his O\l,TI
experiences to bring an uncommon
sense of reality to the film. 111at reality is a harsh one, but the ever-present
humanity of all of the characters
keeps "A Time for Drunken Horses"
from degenerating into that kind of
sob story which is the fate of so many
attem pt.: at social commentary. For

'

all of its weighty allusions, the film
never loses sight of the people who
populate it.
The rugged, yet beautiful, mountain landscape of the Iran-Iraq border
provides a dramatic contrast to the
human elements of the film. The war,
though never seen on camera, is
always in the background, with talk
of land mines, death reports, and the
sounds of distant gunfire.
The one weakness of the film is
i ending, which r found unsatisfying due to its lack of resolution.
EXactly \ hat happens is left open to
speculation, but the pessimistic tone
makes it hard to imagine a happy
ending.
However. there wasn't much pessimism at the Cannes Film Festival,
where the film won Ghobadi the
illghly prized Carnera d'Or award for
new [tim makers.
"A Time For Drunken Horses"
op ns this Friday at th Plaza
Frontenac.

Samba Bom is a local group with
a Brazilian sound. Their CD, Samba
Mundo, is soft and easy to listen'to,
so much so that I almost forget to listen as it plays. If you're not familiar
with the musical genre of san1ba
(and I'm no samba expert), it's the
stuff playing in the background of
your favorite Mexican restaurant.
Think big hats and mar·acas. Now
yml' re getting the. picture.
It's an an1bitious effort, producing a sanlba album in St. Louis, and
I admire the attempt to show midwesterners what the rest of the world
is doing. It just seemed like I couldn't stop thinking about eating at Casa
Gallardo during their delicious
breakfast buffet. They have omelets
and desserts and ... See? Here I anI,
listening to the album, typing, and I
still can't stop thinking about
Mexican food, It seems to me that
this is a unique reaction to an album,
but I can't deny the lumbling of my
musically sensitive stomach,
The lead singer/percussionist,
Moacyr Mar'chini, has a distinctive
voice, but I didn't find it particularly
appealing. The album is a mixture of
both Spanish and English, but the
studio mixed it in such a way,that the
words ar'e indecipherable in eitl1er
language. Reading the lyrics in the

book doesn't help much, I have the
feeling that because English isn't (at
least, for their sakes, I hope it isn't)
the first language of the members of
this band, that they are at a huge disadvantage in songwdting.
The albun1 begins with the chiming of a clock, which I'm sure the
. band thought was remarkably clever.
The fourth song begins with the stat·
ic sound .,o f an old plastic record that
has played itself out, while the sixth
(which is over four minutes long)
starts with a few seconds of percussion that must be repeated several
hundred times without significant
variation. The last song on the
album, "Batucada," has a familiar
feel to it. If you saw the cartoon version of Tarzan, then you ' ll remember
the section where the apes stalt making random noises with the things
they find in the human camp, The
apes develop their song into a
remarkable orchestrated melody.
This song sustains those seemingly
random percussion noises for three
and a half minutes without evolving
(except by becoming louder).
I wanted to enjoy tills album. I
was looking forward to the culture
that a little samba might bring to my
life, Also, it is a local band, and I
wanted to give a nod to talent in our
area. I'm almost sure there is metit to
this CD, and if I were Brazilian I
might have been able to pick it out.

and ltisil :rhe 011 rent at 388
Millenriium Student Center.

&1
TeU us what ,~ou think.
.
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less involved in their dilemmas, due
to my lack of acceptance of the
film's basic premise (which vou wili
have to wait to see), but fo~d that I
enjoyed the film by the end.
If you enjoyed "The Sixth
Sense.," the film is a wO/thy second
effect, but not quite as good as the
first, although I may have thought

this primarily because the more
unusual premise of this film had less
appeal to me. Viewers with an interest in cornic book mythology may be
find this film particularly interesting.
But even without that special interest, "Unbreakable" delivers an
unbroken promise from the director's previous film.

,~~.~I~! . .~~~.'..!:·?~'.'l. pqfi?~.§, ............... "................ ,...... ... ,..,... .
pervading the film are all common
elements to a wonderful exanIple of
a Christmas movie. This mm,i e is the
ultimate film for anyone wanting to
bring a date. If your date doesn't fall
immediately asleep when you get
back from the theater, you can bet

you'll have a great night by saying
this simple phrase, "I'd give up
everything for you."
See "The Family Man." Try the
phrase. Have a very merry
Ollistrna~.

Come Test Drive Today!
Has tuition left you
-th emp t_y
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Dierbergs, the premier grocery store in St. Louis, has
immediate, part-time, employment opportunities at
all 18 locations.
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health ins6Irance
Flexible , part-time sch-edules
t6l include w@@kencts
Fun atmosphere
Works we~1 wi~h school schedules
Career O(j)portunities
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This Car Has It All, And Much, Much' ~lore!
Call (636) 532-8755
for interview info or
Apply on-line at
www.dierbergs.com
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"Art" should stir discussions, arguments Che!r ry Poppin'
BY CATHERIN E
MARQUIS.H oMEYER
......... ... ", ........ ..... ". ,.. . " " ...,.......... .......

staff editor

Art can be a sUbjective thing. While
there are works that everyone will
agree are "art," for some people, art
might mean only the traditional forms,
such as painting, while others might
include other forms like photography.
Even in the area of recognized art
forms like paintihg, there is plenty of
room for disagreement about what is
or isn't "art." One thing is certain, the
potential for argument is high.
. "Art" is the name of the new play
now running at the St. Louis Repertory
Theater in Webster Groves. This oneact comedy explores the friendship of
three men in light of their reactions to
one friend's purchase of a modem art
painting. The painting precipitates a
storm of reactions that reveals more
about each of them and their interactions than only their opinions of art.
The play focuses on the long
friendship of three men, Serge
(Anderson Matthews), Marc (Remi
Sandri), and Yvan (paul DeBoy), and
the apparently all-white painting that
physician Serge has purchased for the
pl1ncely sum of 200,000 francs - about
$30,000. Marc dislikes the painting
intensely and views it as worthless, but
instead of confronting Serge, he
attempts to recruit the eager-to-please
and vacillating Yvan in supporting
Marc's opinion about Serge's foolish
purchase and poor taste. Yvan appeases Marc by agreeing to visit Serge and
confirm Marc's opinion of the painting, but when he arrives at Serge's
apartment, he begins to waver, The
apparent blankness of the canvas

Dadd li e s shine o n
"Soul Caddy" CD

brings to mind the children's tale of
"The Emperor's New Clothes" as the
friends begin to argue about whether
there is or isn't any color in the painting. Eventually, the ftiends circle
around the topic in an increasing hostility that brings other factors in their
friendships to the surface.
111ere are always some constant~
about plays at the Rep. The production
and performances are always good, no
matter what the play, which always
guarantees a pleasant experience on
that level alone. The visual appeal and
creative use of the single set, with
equally creative lighting effects for
needed breaks and transistions in the,
play, set the right tone for the piece,
without distracting from the real focus
of the play, the three actors who comprise the entire cast. Another conStant
of the Rep, the high-caliber performances of the actors, are probably the
best part of the evening, as their pauses and perfect timing extract the last
laughs from all the material.
Although the play has plenty of
laughs and funny moments, which
were skillfully milked by the excellent
cast, the play is basically a single joke.
Once we've worked out the dynamics
of the three f:riends, the play seems to
move in circles for too long, withol)t a
stronger new direction. Fortunately,
the play is fairly short and the level of
the comedy is maintained, so tllis is not
a great problem. The play could also Yvan (Paul DeBoy, left) becomes distraught over the argument of
benefit from a lin1e more introduction his friend Marc (Remi Sandri) and their attacks on him as well.
in the first scene regarding of the
ments from the artists on the question
natme of the relationship between the original French.
The play is running along with a "\\'hat is art"" It just might stimulate a
Serge and Marc,
this wasn't immediately clear to me. A little of the con- showing of paintings and other works few discussions among the audience
fusion may be due to cultural differ- by St Louis area aItists in tile lobby of after the play about the nature of "Art."
ences, as this play is translated from the Rep, along with personal state-

BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

staff writer
It's not that I don't have rhythm, I
just can't dance. This CD changed
that I realized., while listening to
"Soul Caddy" from the Cherry
Poppin' Daddies, that sometimes
you just have to get up and shake
yourself into oblivion. This album
has such a wide variety of musical
types on it, I couldn't figure out what
kind of dance I should be doing,
wllich was a good thing since I'm
fanllliar enough with any form of
dance to do it properly.
"Diamond Light Boogie" is
among the catchiest tunes you
haven't heard. It sounds like a song I
might have expected the Daddies to
play, but after that fust track, things
start to get really strange. If
Smashing Pumpkins got together
with They Might Be Giants, and
both groups were on an acid trip
through the seventies, they'd put
together something like this. With
tracks like "God is a Spider" wherein God is "tryin' to block my path"
and "Bleeding Ceremony" whjch is
about something ambiguous but still
deeply disturbing. '
The CD came with the words to
the songs, which is a good thing
because nobody would ever figme
them out on their own. These songs
work very well on a musical level,
and when one reads the l)'llcs, they

a,

RIVERWOMEN, from page 5
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Fans enjoy a recent basketball game in a crowded Mark Twain
building.

last chance to fix any problems before
heading to Kentuck.} ' for the opening
of Great Lakes alley Conference
play.
With thl! return of Brittney Dowell,
who had been idelined with a knee
injwy, Ethridge fielded a very strong
starting five. Besides the 97-55 victory,
thi, game proved to be very pivotal to
the development of this team and the
season.
Ouisty Lane, a sophomore transfer
from UM-Rolla, established herself as
the offensive leader hitting a 5choolrecord .875 from downtown on eight
shots, en route to scoring 28 points.

also make sense in an abstract way.
"It's a bittersweet record about
loneliness and disillusionment," lead
singer Steven Perry said of ilie
album, "Deep down inside, I'm a
sentimental guy, and 1'm disappointed with a lot of what I see nowadays.
That's what this record is about:"
Despite the sad tone of several of
the songs, there is enough of a beat to
please any swing fan. Even the songs
(like the magnificent "Saddest Thing
I Know") that are a bit slower than
Daddies fans might traditionally
enjoy, have so much musical quality,
that you won 't be able to help but
enjoy them.
This is an album that makes the
rotation in my CD player, which is a
rather tough nut to crack. Its variety
and orchestral swinging undertones
make it a good album for parties and
dances. If this album could get .me
off my keister, it can do the same for
almost anyone. Fans of the Daddies'
earlier work won't be disappointed,
and those who are new to the swing
scene will love the combination of
different genres. After "Soul Caddy,"
there can be no doubts that the
Cherry Poppin' Daddies is not a
band that can be railroaded into any
single genre. This is a group of
diverse musicians who shine brightly in this CD that would make a great
stocking stufl'er for anybody who
likes music.

TIlls performance broke Moruca
Steinhoff's record of .700 on ten shots,
set in 1992 against Lincoln.
"I met with Christy this morning
[the 29th of November] and told her I
expect a lot from her." said Ethridge.
"She needs to take charge of OLLI offensive scoring."
Lane, along with Krista Longseth
and Tanisha Albert who each scored
12, led the Riverwomen to a commanding 51 -28 lead. As a team,
UMSL shot 60 percent from the court,
a full 20 percentage points higher thaIl
Fonthonne College.

antly surprised with the individual
teams in that they are a bunch of
independent students who do not
know each other, but they somehow
fonn into a team and stay pretty
cohesive. They have even been
'competitive this year and that is
always good to see as they keep
their interest all the way to the end."
With the signs pointing towards
more competitiveness in the intrammal leagues, the next spring
semester holds more promise than
ever.

'1 am hoping that the same interest and enthusiasm will be there and
cany over into the next semester,"
Steinmetz said~ "It usually does if
we have a good fall. We are trying
something new because we had ten
teams for flag football. We are trying a new version of football called
arena football. It is just four-man
teams with a non-contact sport. It is
going to be a little mini-league. It
hopefully will feed coming right out
of who played in the fall."

.~~~~~!~..!~?:.!.~:pq~~. ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Besides Schaub and Gevers playing a little prank on me, they have
made me feel welcome and welcomed me as not just a freshman,"
Wear said. 'The team chemistry is
great and it sho,ws at 10-1-1 because
we just get along."

As far as the remainder of the year
is concerned, Wear is very optinlistic
about his offensive production in the
stretch run to earning a berth in the
NCAA tournament
"I have 40 points in 12 games, so I
would like to get between 70-100

points," 'wear said. "I want the team
to win the league and get a berth in
the NCAA tournament. As long as 1
keep producing and the team keeps
winning, we will be in the hunt. I am
a win-first kind of player."

RIVERM EN, from page 5

.................................. , ................ , .. , ............................................................ , ................. , ......................................................................................., ...... .
Although
the UM-St. Louis
offense was very impressive, hitting
58 percent of ilieir shots from ilie
court and 13-17 from the charity line,
the defensive effort set fOIth was
equally strong.
The Rivermen forced Northwood
to cough up the ball 20 times, while
holding them to 33 percent from the

court. Also, the Rivermen outrebounded Northwood 41-31, with
Coleman, Scott Kassel, and Greg
Ross pulling in the majority, of those.
Schelich also contributed willi five
rebounds.
The loss dropped Northwood to
1-3 for the year.
Since defeating Northwood

UMSL has lost two games on the
road to the defending National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II runner-up, Kentucky
Wesleyan and Bellarmine College,
bringing their record to 2-2. ' The
Rivennen will play WashbuI).1
College on Dec, 6 in a non-conference matchup.

Hey!

Need Money?
G~EAT!

We need writers. That was simple.

The Current is now hiring for the following positions:
Managing Editor. Busf(less Associate, Product/on AsSOCIate, Production Assktarit, News Editor, Distribution .-...anager, Staff Writer'S, Web ~stant and Advertising Associate

AN D TH E RAFFLE
WINNERS A RE •••

GRAD FAIR
December 5, 6 & 7
11 s.m. • 7 p.m.
See you at the
Bookstore in the
Millennium Student
Center to buy your cap
and gown, get your guest tickets, order
announcements, class rings, etc.
(All availabJe in the bookstore after these dates, as well)
For further information, 'contact the Office of Special Events at 516·5442.

To show appreciation for our students, the College of Arts and Sciences recently
held a raffle for three parking permits. Out of nearly 1000 raffle entries, the following three students were selected:

Joel Hollinger -

BA Englis~

Laura 'Peebles - BS Biology
, Meghan Tate -

BA Anthropology

•
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ble / Voice of the past."
card and not film. The card contains .
In congrtience with his view of one to two hundred pictures and is
the past, Obata believes that his placed in a digital camera. Through
photographs capture distinct views this technology the aJ.1ist can view
the city offe~ed at particular the images on the card in the camera
points in time. Through these or via a computer and del~te what
recordings, the changes are pre- he or she chooses, which allows
served and observable to the viewer. space for more photos to be taken.
Obata selected the digital technoloDigital also allows for higher
gy to allow more freedom to .' resolution and more precise detailenhance and create texture and ing in scenes.
mood in a paJ.1icular scene. In com"St
Louis:
Books
and
parison to the edge of digital, the Photographs" will be on display
feel of an old photo is created by the through Jan. 22, on the third floor of
use of Somerset paper, which makes the Social Science Building. For
the image appear older and more . more information, call the Public
Policy Research Center at (314)
silver.
Digital photography is actually a 516-5145.

of
BY JENNIFER DoDD

. special to the Current .
The . Pierre Laclede ' Honors
College is often ignored by the
general public at UM-St. Louis.
Hopefully this willl).ot be the case
any longer as the Honors College
publishes a new literary magazine~
called the "Bellerive".
The
"Bellerive" is not a computer virus,
but instead, it is the hard work and
sweat. of Honors ' students on the
UM-St. Louis campus.
Although there are two literary
magazines already iIi circulation
around the UM-St. Louis campus,
add the "Bellerive" to your reading
list. There is the ."LitMag", which
showcases work from UM-St.
Louis faculty and students and the
"Natural Bridge", which focuses
on outside writers and is run by the

•

faculty. "Natural Bridge" was cre- Gleason said.
is about the story of th¥ Serb· ated to add visablity to the M.F.A.
A hidden aspect , of this literary Croatian people and their struggle
program by allowing graduate stu- magazine is that the students will of religion," said Wendy Waddell,
dents to work on the selection and be able to fine-tune their writing senior and layout editor.
.
designing process of a publication. . skills.
Besides having heart-wrenching
The need for the "Bell~rive" was
"In the Honors College instead stories, the "Bellerive" is ground· obvious to Nancy Gleason, director . of tests, usually the ~tudents have breaking, because it is the first litof writing.
.
to do a piece of writing with a erary magazine started at the
"I am surroQ.Ilded by so many heavy emphasis on research. I felt Honors College.
students witbr talent and they were that we weren't challenging our
"I tried to be very objective as
iriterested in publishing their students, and so the "Bellerive" is an editor, and I believe this magawork," Gleason said.
another source of writi.ng," zineturned outwell,"WaddeIl said.
The "Bellerive" was started last Gleason said.
Another
aspect
of
the
semester by Sam Schneider, who is . . Everything can be found in the "Bellerive" is that they were care- .
· now a sophomore, and Harmony pages of the "Belle-rive" from non- ful not to step on any toes of the
Wade, who is now studying in fiction to poetry and even some . other magazines.
Africa. ·Schneider and Wade start- photographs. In fact, one of the
,iI made certain not to overlap
ed the "Bellerive" from the ground essays in the " Bellei"iye" was with the "LitMag", and that there
up.
selected in an essay-writing con- are n~ duplications," Gleason said.
"Matt Dunn'and David Barberro test.
There wi1l be an open house this
helped with the start-up of the
"Darro Thomas won the contest Wednesday in the Convocation
"Bellerive" as well, but they ended and her essay loosely translated is Hall in the Honprs College from
up not staying on the committee," called 'New Religion.' The essay 12:30-4:30 p.m.

.Holiday Store offers cliance for merty Christmas
BY SAr;tA MUELLER

special to the Current

Family Resourci? Center's project in eighth year

The Family Resource Center is advantaged. Some people do not ents pick out the gifts, they can
planning its 8th annual Holiday have the means to provide gifts for wrap them there.
In order for the store to be a suc- •
Store and it need the help and gen- .their family during this season. Tl1at .
erosity of UMSL ' students. The is where the Family Resource cess and offer these families a
brighter Christmas, the Family .
Holiday Store is a place for Center's Center steps in.
A .therapist· signs parents up Resource Center relies on the coopclients to shop for their children free
of charge. The Holiday Store bene- ahead oftirne, and ¢.en they can . eration of the community. They are
shop at the store. Each therapist sets collecting new or slightly used gifts
fits approximately 300 families.
The Family Resource Center up his or her office as a differen.t for children ' between the ages of
newborn to 18 or 19. They are look.belps low-income families through department.
For example, one office may be ing for toys, books, clothes, gift oereight different programs. A few of
these programs include fami]y treat- designated for young boys and have tificates, and any other appropriate
.
ment, mentoring, an after-school trucks and action figures. Another gift.
Donated gifts can be dropped off
program, and' a pre-school program. office co111d be designated for teenDuring the holiday season it is age girls and have gift certificates, at the office located at 3930 Lindell,
import.a nt to remember those less- jewelry, and perfume. Once the par- if necessary the gifts can be picked

•

up by the staff, butprefer it if the
gifts ai-e dropped off. For directions
or more information those interested can call Muriel Webb at 5349395.
'We ask that the gifts be in by
the 1lth because the store opens on
Dec. 15 . It is open the following
week also .on the 18th, 19th, and
20th," Webb said .
If everyone picks up one gift
while doing their holiday shopping,
their efforti; will make a big difference. Hopefully, the Holiday Store
will provide a happy Christmas
morning for these families.

~;.~~t~~~e
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Attention!
HEALTHYNON"SMOKING MALES AGE 18:45

S$SSSSSSSSSS$$$S$S$$$$$$
. .

:'L

$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, o? no
medication, with no current health problems, of a normal
height/weight ratio, and are available for 24-48 hour stays at
our facility, you can earn hundreds of dollars and help
generic drugs obtain FDA approval . Gateway Medical Research,
Inc. has been conducting research for pharmaceutical
companies for years and thousands of people have
participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn $$$.
Call our recruiters at (636) 946-2110 anytime.

..

GATEWAV MEDICAL

r£

RESEARCH INC.
116 NORTH MAl N STREET
ST. CHARLES, MO 6JJ01

®

National Reservation Center

. FREE TEST, with ilnmediate results .

detects pregnancy 16 d,1YS after it begins .

If you've set your Sights on some great work experience then consider becoming a
Customer Service Representative at our call center operations in St. Louis !!!!
We are looking for students with:
* Excellent Communication Skills *Customer Service Experience
* M otivati on to Succeed in a Performance-Driven Env i ronment

. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &. ASSISTANCE.
All services are free "nd confidential.

We Offer:

P r egnant?

FLEXIISLE SCHEDULES t hat work for YOU!
Pari Time- Work as little as 15 hours or up to 30 hours per week
Full Time' - 40 hours 'per week
STARtiNG PAY of $8.25il1r with great c areer path
oppor tunities! (We promote from within!!)

>

-

Apply in person M-F between 8-5pm at' 2650 S. Hanley Rd., St. Louis, MO 63144
(we're at the corner of Hanley & Manchester Rd.) Questions?
Call Tyson at 314-781-8232 ext 7887 or email tabragg@erac.com
EOE

NOV18 - DEC24
HUI/{/red; o(il/;:p irillg art slIpplies (it 20:'u - -l5')"
Ih-re til L' jll>t II j ell' eXIIIIII,J e<:

from page 4

that it was equaIJly rude to everyone in
their turn.
The·one positivef1':llng we can draw
out of all of this.is that, viewed against
this backdrop. out political wranglings
here at UMSL, with the SGA and the
Student Court ,md! the tug of war
betwee.!lt the Olancellor and the facuIL
~1, don't look nMrliy as bad as they did
a year ago, If anything, they fit right in.
" Indeed, since the SOA has proved that
there is such a thing as life after
Darwin;, we can hord out the hope that
eventmll1y this Whole meSS will pass
and we can get 011. with our lives'.

$1000

in your spare, time!

--EliwhethA Amin.
G}>aiiuate Student

DOUGLAS,

.

Earn $~OO .

.~.~~.~.~~.~!l!?'!!Pr:::ff~..1..

have a tough time sv"itching on his
personal compute-a:. desk: lamp, TV or •
cell phone. Douglas also asserts that
"science is not scientific because it is
practiced by humans." Human factors certainly influence the questions
asked by scientists. especially when
those questions involve social and
.. psychologicaJ issue,-;. But the carbondarin:! result..; that reveal a rock to be
millions of years' old will be the same
whether the e.xperiment is perfornled
by a Christian, Buddhist, Rastafarian
or atheist. and regardless of what the
researcher "wishes' to see. No
amowlt of w ishful thiP..king will make
that rock younger. A gas chromatography/mass spectrometry analysis of
St. John's Won flowers will reyeal
the presence of hypericin, whether or
not we want it to be there.
The creationists' true goals are
social and political rather than religiou ~ ; their activity diminishes faith
as well as science and has the sad
effect oftrivializing both in the minds
of the public.
In my experience,
those people with the strongest faith
. -' are the mast eager to put it to the test,
and they welcome each new scientific discovery as an illumination of the
created cosmos.
Contrary to
Dougla, " c.laim that scientists "scoff"
at questions about the uieaning of
life. most scientists of my acquaintance are spiritual people and hold
themsel'\'es to high standards of evidenc.e and proof in interpreting the
natural world precisely . because of
their re-spect and awe for this universe
we live in.

.

.

ITEM

REl<.

REEVES PAINT SETS

S).)O<$9~5

4-PC. STUDIO fURNITUH SET

$"9.llO

SALE

DICK BLICK TAnON IIRUSH SET $,.'\.99
GLAS,S MOSAIC KITS

$33,59 ' S78·49

1lI00DEtl POSEA8LE MANIKINS $&.7 9' $22 ·99

$8.95 ' $19·95

$6·99 - $16.99

GELLY ROLL PENS &.JOURNALS

S11. 19

$7·99

ARTlli li tIIEOA ron !lAC

$#79

$29·99

. $#19

$3499

KLUTZ AiT

Receive a Top Quality Education at a Remarkably L-ow Cost~

I.Cnv1l1' BOO(5

THE ART BOOK

.Make ,t smart Investment in your future now, and earn a first-class education at a traction of its true cost The University of
Misso-nti-St. Louis is J?l1hlid}: supported and offers courses for fuIl- and part-time students, da)' or e'lening, at conVenil'alt
sit~ throughout the region.
You.II find graduate and undergraduate d.egree programs in the arti; and 5(;ienc.es, l\u'liness admjni~tration, itlror.1I!<ltion
;;ystems, compllter science, education. and nursing, to name just a few. Financial aid is available, and residence haIls are
open year-round.

dasses start Ja..'l1uaty 16, 200l.
caI! today while ()penings ate still available. For more information on degree programs, call

(314) SI6-UMSL (8675), and ask for Operator #10.
A Sl:nart Iuvestnleht in Your Future

$19·99 - $54.99
$5.99' $14.99
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Surprise attack pushe d U.S. into Wor,lll War '11
" y esterday. Dec. 7, 1941- During a cabinet meeting in February islands ,md place long-range fighters
a date
1941. a grand strategy and bombers on them. They \vould then
which
was
develope~1.
be able to establish a det't!nsive perimewill Jive in infamyJapan 's military forres
ter that would make them invulnerable
the United States of
would conquer several to attack: Thus, the United States would
. America was suddenly
island nati ons to secure have to accept Japanese dominance in
and
deliberately
des pe rate I y- needed Asia.
attacked by naval and
resouices such as rubThere was one flaw in their plan.
air f,Jrces from the
ber and oil. 1hen, they . The balance of the U.S. Pacific Reet,
Empjre of Japan."
would conquer and totaling some 94 ships, ;'vas stationed at
These \':ords were
fortify a string of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. It was in. a perspoken 'by President
Pacific islands. The fect position to strike at the J~panese
TIM THOM P SON
Franklin Roosevelt to
Japanese planned to and prevent them from conquering the
a jOint session of
build airstrips on these islands of the central and south Pacific.
bistory columnist
Congress after one of
th e mn,t devestating moments in
American history. Roosevelt was referring to the Japanese surprise aaack on
the U.S. Pacific Fleet anchored at Pearl
Harbor in Oahu , Hawaii.
Throughout 1940 and into 1941 , the
Japanese waged a ruthless war in China
and 'French Indo-China (Vietnam) .
Japan's' govemment. led by fanatical
army leaders like Hideki Tojo, was
detemlineo to create an Asian empire
subservient to Japan.
'Dle United States vehemently
opposed this perverted dream. It placed
embargoes in 1937 and 1940 in an
attempt to halt their expansion.
FUR made it clear to the Japanese
that the embargoes would only be lifted
when they removed their forces from
these nations and ended their aggressian.
The Japanese responded by signing
the Tripartite Pact with Nazi Gemlany
and fascist Italy on Sept. 27, 1940. By
doing this, Japan had, in effect, drawn a
line in the sand.
To some Japanese leaders, war with
the United States seemed inevitable.

To the Japanese, this fleet was a
thQm in their side and they devised a
plan to elill1inate it.
They would att~ck it while it was
anchored in the harbor. On Nov. 26,
1941. a Japanese force left the Kurile
Islands and proceeded toward Hawa~i
using a northern route of advance far
away from the regular shipping lanes.
111is allowed them to sail within 200
miles of the island of Oahu undetected.
At 6 a.m. on Dec. 7, they launched the
first of two attack waves that would
tQtal353 aircraft.

The first wave appeared over Pearl
Harbor at 7:49 a.m. Their flight leader,
Mitsuo Fuehida, gave the order to
attack at 7:55 ~.m., saying "Tora! Tora!·
Tora!" which mean's: ''Tiger' Tiger!
Tiger"
For the next hour and45 minutes, an
inferno of destruction rained down
upon Pearl Harbor. When the smoke
cleared. the United States had lost 7
battleships, 3 destroyers, 3 cruisers, a
target ship, a seaplane tender, 'a repair
ship, and 188 aircraft. In terms of
human .Iosses, 2,403 U.S. service men

were killed and ,1,178 Wl!!J'e wounded.
The attack on Pearl Hatbor inCuriated the United States. The next day,
recruiting lines all over ·the .nation
wound afOtind 6ty blocks. [solationism
was replaced by patriotisin.
The Japanese never achieved their
dream of an Asian Empire as they-were
soundly defeated by· the United .StiUes I
in just over 3 years of warfar\'!.
.
Today in Pead Harbor, the USS
Arizona Memorial stands as a remillder
of the LLS. servicemen who wene ki!JJed
59 years ago this very week.

RECOUNT, from page 1

.......................................................................electoral process. For instance, from
1985-93, he was the director of elee-.
lions in SI. Louis County. In addition, he
has done considerabie work as an election advisopin many foreign countries.
During this time, he had conducted 25
recounts , and supervised two hand
recounts. In the last few years, he has
been very active in training election
officials in how to maintain accuracy
and efficien y.
When the mandatory recount in
Florida became
apparent.
the
Republican strategy team contacted
DeGregorio, a Bush supporter, immediately.
"I re ei ved 8 call to go to Florida and
lend my expertise to Broward County
near Fort Lauderdale," DeGregorio
said. "Gore carried Broward by 68 percent. so it is heavily Democratic."
While in Broward, DeGregorio
worked with Jane Carroll, the supervisor f elections, omeone he has known
fqr many years.
"It was a fascinating experience for
me," DeG regorio .said. "For five days, I
was the floor manager. I supervised 20
of Broward's 60 recounting teams.
There were four people to each team, so
I was re ponsible for 80 people."
The supervising officials Were not
permitted to do any of the counting, nor
could they even touch any Qfthe ballots.
"I looked at the ballots and challenged
some of the determinations being
made," DeGregorio said. "We debated
on many of the dimpled, pregnant, and
chad ballots. I saw ballots that I felt
were for Bush and others that appeared
to be for Gore as well."
. While in Florida, DeGregorio
observed thousands of ballots. He saw
dimples both ways.
"The problem here is that there is no
way to determine the actual intent of the
vot~r," DeGregorio said. "A lot of what
is going on here is second-guessing."
Some people feel that this presidential election has exposed flaws in the
system. DeGregorio concurs.
'The situation in Florida shows just
how messy ejections have become in
the U.S.," DeGregorio said: "We detinitely need to improve the election system."
DeGregorio offered some detailed
insight into some of the problems
. plaguing the election process in the U.S.
"First of all , many of the counting
machines used today are nearly 25 years
old," DeGregorio .said. 'They were
implemented in 1976, during the early
days of computers."
DeGregOlio went on to say, "A possible solution to the problem would be
touch-screen voting, which is similar to
an ATM. The only drawback being that
it is very expensive."
"DeGregorio said he believes that if
something is not implemented soon, the .
Amencan people just might lose faith in
democracy.
.
When DeGregorio was in F101-ida, ..
the issue of absentee military ballots'
was in the forefront of'discussion.
"Although I did witness protesters
on both sides of the issues, I did not see
any heightened anger," he said.
Even though Bush was certifie.d as
the victor by a razor-thin margin of just
539 votes, Gore is still waging a legal
battle over various ballot and election
issues across the state of Florida.
. The U.S. SuPtelTle Court may very
well be the final arbiter in this ongoing •
saga.

prepaid wireless as low as
IS-¢ a minute.
I .

•

what ar~ you waiti~g for,
permission·?

Now getting

wireL~ss

is

~asy:

• No credit checks, monthly bills or annual contracts.
~

"

.

..

• Package includes the latest Motorola V2397 phone with changeable
faceplate, headset and $25 airtime c~rd.
• Plus featu~es like VoiceMail, Caller ID, Call Waiting~
and more .
• Free2Go Wireless"" service i's as low as 15¢ a minute with purchase of
$200 airtime card, on the Local Ca:1ling Plan.

WIRELESS FROM AT&T.
YOUR WORLD. CLOSE AT HAND.
Premier Dealer

©2090 AT&T. Service not available for purchase' in all areas. Compatible Digital multi-network phone ~equired . AT&T Wireless Services will provide wireless long distance. Digital pes features not
available in all areas . Rates not aV3iJabie outside the 50 l:).S. or when cails reqUire a credit ca rd to complete . International rates vary by destination. Airt..ime for each c.aJl is measured in full mjnute~
·and rounded up to the next full minute. Coverage available in most areas. Car ds available in the following airtime values: $25. $50, $100 and $200. Phone and cards are not refundable. Minutes deposited in your account expire after '90 days.
Fifteen .cent rate only available with $200 airtime value card for calls placed from the .Home CalliogArea on the Local Ca·lling ptan. Roaming and directory assistance additional. Full card value must be used for rates to apply. Full terms and
conditions are contained in. the AT&T Welcome Guide and other prepaid materials. If purchased through an AT&T Wireless Services Authorized Dealer, equipment price and availability may vary. ,call ahead for details. Motorola Mail.in
Rebate Offer: Rebate coupon will be provided in phone box providing choice of MTV· TR,I. messenger bag and CD or $30 mail·in rebate offer. You may choose either rebate offer. One rebat!! per purchase of each new Motorola V2397
phone. To be eligible, phone must remain on At&T service for at least 30 days and phone must be active. on AT&T service at the time rebate is,processed. Certain restriaions apply. See MotQrola mail-In reba~e coupon for full terms and
conditions.Void where prohibited . Phone .must be purchased by 1/6/01 and activated by 2/6/01 to be eligible for this offer.
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Director Bill
Richardson
leads the Pep
band during the
Grand Opening
of the
Millennium
Student Center.
The band per, formed pop
tunes like
"YMCA" and a
medley of
Beatles songs.
The Pep Band
was followed by
performances by
the Wind
Ensemble, the
Jazz Band, and
the Jazz Combo.

(from the left) Ayo
Olson, SGA comp,troller, Ellery
Glenn, SGA vice
president, Ryan
Connor, SG.A president receive the
key to the
Millennium Student
Center from
Ch ancellor Blanche
Touhill during the
grand opening ceremony.

This summer, folks at UMSL
were preparing to open the
Millennium Student Center at
the start of the fall semester.
When that date had to be
pushed back to October, many
were
disappointed.
The
nlversity pmbab y made up
for it with a huge grand opening celebration held last
Tuesday.
There was definitely pomp.
Students were treated to free
food and drink, performances
from t he different UMSL
bands, a juggler, a "TV giveaway, and more. The building

was rocking and rolling all day.
The ceremony itself was
about students. 'It capped off
rfStudent Appreciation Month,"
which had featured all sorts of
contests and prizes. Chancellor
Blanche Touhill presented the
officers of · the Student
Government Association with a
symbolic key to the ' building,
and the Millennium Student
Center was officially declared
open. ALso officially opened
was the new pedest rian bridge
t hat connects the Student
Center with the quadrangle.
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During the Grand opening' ceremony,
students were entertained by a jug-gler who juggled balls, bowling pins
and other objects. Later he went outsi'd e and juggled lit torches.

ABOVE: The pedestrian bri dge that c on nects the Millennium Student Center with
the quadrangle was also opened last w eek.
This bridge is expected to h ave heavy traffic as students make thei r w ay to th e
Student Center before and after classes.
The bridge is c limat e-controlled.
LEFT: Students on the first floor of the
M illennium Student Center watch as balloons fall, marking the official grand opening of the Center.
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AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY
350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND.

7 O UT OF 10 0 A M ERICANS HAVE
FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH TH EI R HA IR.

MEN BURP 4.7 TIMES PER DAY
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY.

8% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE NOT
WATCHED T.V. IN THE LAST WEEK.
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
I

CLASSIFIED
RATES

ra-=~

~

Page H

Yo v FILLED

. , SURE YA Do.

HE~ REM€MGeR

lIS, of ADJEt,IVES
f'lOVN S, A~l) VERBS DN A
Sl-lEH, TH£N
OIJT A

"MAD 1,185 ?"

. (314)
-516·5316

YoU'lIE TOTALLY
LDST Me',

AtllYEi) 1~£;M
1'0 A

SloRY.

Otherwise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text format. Bold and CAPS letters arefree. All
classijieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card Deadline is lbursday at 3 p.m. fJlior to publication.

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/adsads@thecurrentonline.com

NoPE. Sn LL
Department of Art and
Art History

Super teamwork!
Super environment!

• .t

Retail experience with outstanding customer service
skills. Position requires interpersonal and problem-solving
talent. Flexible schedules
available. Mail Boxes Etc.
9648 Olive Blvd. in Olivett~
569-0692

is looking for a person to
advise students in the
. Bachelor of Fine Arts program. Applicant must have
completed a minimumof 48
cr. hr. in.studio art classes.
Computer skills helpful but
not necessary. Advisor training
will be provided. Workload
consists of 15 specified
weeks, 20 hr. per week spread
over the academic year and
pays $4000.00. Interested
persons please contact Debra
Cottman, Secretary, 201 Fine
Arts Bldg., 516,6967

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design

International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required .
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
information.

Spring Break!

Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air,
Free Food, Drinks and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan & Florida. TRAVEL
FREE and EARN CASH! Do it on
the web! Go to
StudentCity~ com or call 800293-1443 for info

Local Branch of
International Firm

needs part-time positions
filled. $12.50 Base-appt.
Customer Svc Retail Sales.
Flex-time scheduli[lg, 10·35Hours per week available.
100 Corporate Scholarships.
All majors may apply.
Call 822-0009.
www.workforstudents.com
If you like to write we
may have the job for you
The Current is presently look-

ing for students interested in
the following positions: managing editor, business associate, production associate,
production assistant, news
editor, distribution manager,
staff writers, web assistant,
advertising representative.
Call 516-5318 for more
information
Internet Marketing
Assistant

Our compal')Y is hiring three
internet marketers to promote our family of websites.
Candidates must have an
excellent understanding of
the internet and feel comfortable.in business situations.
. This is a work·at-home position. If interested, please
contact David Garthe at
david@connectme.com
Advertising salesperson

Do you have an interest in
business and I or graphic
design? If so, you can gain
valuable work· experience on
campus and get paid for it. If
you're interested or know
someone who is, please call
Tom at 516-5316.
$650'. 00 WEEKLY
working from home

no expo necessary,
business expansion requires
new help, Will provide train·
ing,great opportunities, act
fast, rush $3.00/selfaddressed stamped
envelope to:
Shelton 8: Associates
Co .. R. Brower
28,~ 1 Juniata St.
St. !Louis, MO 63118
FT IPT,

DOESNT R1Nb

1988 Grand Am 2 dr

cold air, -4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548

A

~E

t..L.

WHAT t>o 't~ 'fHINK, NE W
CHARAGreR 'BoBBY?

I1AV£ You EVER NoTICED How
SHoWS ALWA'{S GR\NG
tf'l NEVJER "Curf~

1- "THINK I'M IN

,I

I

'92 ~EO STORM GSI

4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AIC, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear
spoiler, white exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. Clean interior.
New tires. Ask for $2500/best
offer (314) 426-5963 . Hurry
up, don't miss this great deaL

C~ARAcTfRS

WHEN

YlG -rwUB6Lf~

iHEY'Y£ RVN OUf 0 F
GOO\) "ID&A S?;,--r---,.....

YEAHl

\)0

'!HEY 1HINk
WE'RE 'Il)loTS?

1 Tanning Bed
. Local tanning salon is closing,
Bed is only two years old and
all bulbs were rep,laced
recently. Works great. Perfect
Christmas idea. Normally
$2500, buyer pays $1500. If
interested call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831
'90 Mercury Grand
Marquis
4-door, loaded, in excellent
mechanical condition, excellent interior and exterior,
99 J OOO miles. Blue Book retail
value is $3,971.
Call 516-6138

Two bedroom

oak floors and millwork.
Screened in porch, carport
and garage. All appliances.
Backs to park. Walkout basement. Immaculate condition.
All in "friendly Ferguson."
Call 314-496-6960.

. Blk/Wht Female
Roommate Wanted

CWE Condo, 2 Levels
3 Bdr. 3 Bth . ASAP Nov/DO
335 + Util. 567-2052
Wanted: Roommate

to share three-bedroom house
located only five miles from
campus $300 monthly plus
half utilities, serious people
only please, write to
valgame79@hotmail.com

Pepsi Soda Machine
(but put whatever
you want in it)

Perfect fo·r small or large
businesses. Works fine, no
problems . Holds almost two
cases of seven different kinds
of soda . If interested, call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831

WheTeveT

yOU .

1992 FordF-150 XLT

V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans. , 2 wheel drive,
52"xxx miles , Optional fuel
tank, AIC, Cruise Control,
J;N,/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards. $9,500. Call
Shauna (314) 324-7137

3 W~Y9
Typing Done
Excellent Work

· P~Y

we

e
a .

Find out about specific
job opportunities and
the exceptional
benefits we offer.

www.ssmhealth.com
Or phone 877-9 16-7300

~ 3l+''' -73~O

·~SSM

H E A L T H . CAR E-

TO
.THE

$3-S7 per page depending on
length , style, etc.
Leave message
314-841-0785
or 841-8712
Raise $1600·$7000 + Get
Free Caps, T-Shirts &
Phone Cards!

This one-week fundraiser
requires no investment and a
small amount of time from
you or your club. Qualified
callers receive a free gift
just for calling. Call today at
1-800-808-7442 x. 80.

1. C.A.LL METROTI X
(314) 534-1111
\'f\'f\'f • •

Alright, Peter,

this thing is still looking
weird. BLit I got new furniture
the other day and it matches
perfectly. I think it 's starting
to grow on me. I'm going to
keep it . Consider this my
Christmas present.
Oh, and don't bother coming
over anymore.
-Beth

Pearl Harbor Revisited

by Timothy J. Thompson
located on the 2nd floor of
the J.e. Penney Building.

etrotix . c a.

2. GO TO THE FOX THE.A.TRE BOX OFFI CE
527 NORTH GR.A.ND BLVD., ST. LOUI S , MO

3.

ALL RIGHT ,

FOR

2 0 BUCKS

YOU GOTT.A. WORK .A. LITTLE, THE 1ST 2 ROWS ~RE $20 C.A. SH
.A.T THE DOOR, ON S.' LE 2 BOURS BEFORE TRE SROW

Adobe Photoshop 4.0
for PC

Opened only once to check
contents. Greatest design
software ever. Wonderful
Christmas idea for that
graphic designer. $80 OBO
CaU Tom 739-0711

theTe

Apply
online
right now.

o share two-bedroom apartment in Central West End:
walking distance to metrolink:
$315/mo. + 112 utilities.
Please Call (314) 454-0155
or (314) 454·3010.

Good Quality Cat
Furniture

Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will love
you. Call (314) 841-0785.

OJ

Wanted: Roommate

'89 Cavalier

Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cruise, fold-down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytiC converter, muffler, fuel filter, EGR valve.
Maintenance records. Perfect
for college or high school student. Leave message at .
(217) 496-2482

Well, maybe not
everywhere. But SSMHC's
network of hospitals
offers the broadest range
of facilities in the St. Louis
area. Add this wide
choice of locations to
the flexibility of our work
schedules, generous
tuition reimbursement,
great career opportunities,
and excellence that's
bone-deep. and you'll
want to learn more
about becoming
an SSMHC nurse.

DECEMBER 19- 23

FOX THEA.TRE

-TWA
Official Airline of th e Fox

HRSrAR

!!~OADWAY

SERIES
~nT.siteforrent.co.

•
•

,

..
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Bring Your Books To:

Univ rsity Boo store &
Computer S
p
RETAIL: THE BEST OFFER

Buyback Hours:
Bookstore Location
Tues & Wed, Dec 5 & 6, 7:30a m - 9:00 pm
Thur & Fri, Dec 7 & 8, 7: 30am - 5:00pm
Sat, Dec 9, 7:30am - 1:OOpm
Sun, Dec 10, 1:OOpm - 5: 00pm

The University Bookstore will pay up to 50% of the book
price providing the textbook:
• Will be required for the ne~t tenn
• Is needed to fill next term's enrollment
• Is in reusable condition
• You paid $64.(X) for a new textbook. We will pay you up to $23. 00 , or 50%.
• You paid $34.50 for a used textbook. We will pay you up to $23. 00 , or 50% of the new price.

Men - Thur, Dec 11-1 4 , 7:30am - 9:00pm

WHOLESALE: THE NEXT BEST OFFER

Fri, Dec 15, 7:30am - 5:00pm
Sat, Dec 16, 7:30am - 1:OOpm
Sun, Dec 17, 1:OOpm - 5:00pm
Men, Dec 18, 7:30am - 5:00pm
Tues, Dec 19, 7:30am - 1:OOpm

,/

Example:

• For books having national demand, the wholesale company will pay 15% to 40% 'ofthe
new book price.
• Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles them to other colleges and
uruversities where they are needed.
• Old editions have no national value.

REMEMBER:

U-Mart South Campus
Location
1)'

Men - Thurs, Dec 11-1 4, 9:00am - 6:00pm
. Fri, Dec 15, 9:00am - 2:00pm

Our goal is to buy back as many of your books as possible.
• Recycling books is good for the environment and lowers the price of textbooks.
• Book prices are determined by the authors and publishers.
• Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand.
• Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately.
• Old editions have no value and CaImot be purchased.

.10% Off 80liday Special

Gatewa~

People ~ule:

The University Bookstore & 'Co.m puter Sho~ is Now a GatewayCampus Retailer. Stop By For More Details or 'Gall 516-6054 .

